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Pacifican writes a Christmas
list for a variety of campus
and other personalities
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Chan reprimanded for 'abuse of power
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By Gregg Goldman
Managing Editor

ASUOP Cinema Director Steve
Chan was reprimanded by president

R0n Pool this week for the free
of the film "Flesh Gordon"
to a select group of friends in the Car
ter House basement last month.
'WoLY?Unb«lievlbl
Rented for public viewing in the
rn^atio
able
,1
n as a
University Center Theater only, Chan
Publ* showed the film, to approximately 25
" may put
Bu> I Am , T
J l#1> individuals while the film was in his
screening

,

'SCareea%4

|I |U

possession.

No viewing fp»
fee was leviedi
against this small group. However,
. ', admittance was charged to see
P lesh Gordon" at the UC Theater.
According to sources who saw
the "Flesh Gordon" and other alleged
Garter House screenings, Chan in
structed the select audiences to keep
the private viewings secret.
Confronted with these facts by
the Pacifican Monday, Chan said that
,,no^ reca^ showing "Flesh
Gordon in Carter's basement.
This statement conflicted with

_n
..
. _
allegations by Carter House residents
that Chan had shown "Flesh Gor
don to a private audience, as well as
The Champ" and "The Life of
Brian, two other films brought to
campus for UC Theater showings
only.

Informed by the Pacifican of the
allegations brought against Chan,
president Bon Pool said that the
charges were serious and that he
would speak with Chan about them.
After his conversation with Pool,
Chan sent the Pacifican a memo

apologizing for his indiscretion in the
Flesh Gordon" screening, appar
ently recalling" the incident at this
point.
According to Pool, Chan clearly
abused his power. "The fact that he
tried to hide it shows more than an
error in judgement," Pool said of
Chan's aborted attempts at secrecy.
In addition to reprimanding
Chan for abusing his powers, Pool
will also put a letter in Chan's
ASUOP file and demand financial
reimbursement from the students who

1
viewed "Flesh Gordon" for free in
the Carter basement screenings.
The letter of, reprimand will go
into the president's personal file as
well as more general ASUOP files.
The information could be released by
ASUOP if Chan seeks a recommen
dation from ASUOP.
Financial reimbursement would
approximate admission fees for the
people
who
saw
the
Carter
screenings.
One dollar would be
demanded for each of the people who
(See CHAN, page 1 2)
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Unified
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1980-81 BUDGETED INCOME
TOTAL UNIVERSITY
$49,530,080
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Staff Writer

UOP tuition costs may increas
12.8% during the 1981-82 fiscal
year, according to statements made
by administrative officials Dec. 1 at
the Preliminary Budget Meeting in
the UC Theater.
President Stanley
McCaffrey
said, "This university is dependent on
tuition," and went on to say that if
tuition is increased, student aid
should be comparably increased.
According to Financial VicePresident Robert Winterberg, 81.2%
of UOP's budget since April 1980
came from tuition.
Currently, the average tuition for
a
full-time
student
costs
ap
proximately $5,682 for the academic
year.
The proposed 12.8% increase
would boost tuition costs $681,
raising the total to $6,363.
This increase would mark the
first time tuition costs have exceeded

ASUOP President

Educational Activities
SI.504.400
3.0*

" I,
question
was never
s ould we unify the academic
calendars?"

Apparently
to
the
adpa'nistration, a problem of difering academic calendars was
evident (although they could
ver present anv convincing hard
m evidence of this),
V"era1t.„ j , 0 Ihey set about trying to
C-en Lr,ter Ti
Wn^T'"6 wy"a' calendar option
U
anify all constituent schools
m
most effectively.

1980-81 BUDGETED EXPENDITURES
TOTAL UNIVERSITY
$49,006,981*

$6000.

Other Expenses include items such as:
office supplies, lab supplies, class supplies,
equipment purchased, equipment rental,
utilities, insurance, telephone, library books,
interest, etc.
••

oj ^tuc'ents were never formally
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CoOnC' the < Ministration.
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1 reaction for the Academic
Mel to consider

According
to
Winterberg,
"Tuition increases are made accor
ding to the salaries of the students'
families and their ability to keep up
with tuition increases."
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J°w about you, but I don't
comfortable about that.

Steve Chan

12.8% increase considered
at budget meeting Monday

By Ron Pool

This campus has been using a
lot of energy debating whether or
notour academic calendars would
be unified, but recently I realized
that in effect we were never asked
to consider that question.
Vice-President Clifford Hand
only asked a subcommittee of the
executive
Policy
Committee
'composed of Deans only) to study
which calendar alternative would
maximize student crossover
ucross all the constituent schools.

I
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Tuition may exceed
$6300 in record high
By Marcia Petersen

t Jr.;C.O.P.:

i,

For a commentary on the
proposed tuition increase,
see 'Will tuition finally kill
the golden goose' in the
Editorial section, page 2.

Summer School
$421,380
0.9*

UOP Financial Vice-President Robert Winterberg stated in a preliminary budget meeting
Monday that tuition costs may increase by
12.8% during the 1981-82 academic year.

Vice-President
Clifford
Dochterman said that one of the
reasons the university depends on
tuition for so many of its costs is that
gift income f^ils to compensate for
budget increases.

"There is an increase in gift in
come every year," Dochterman
stated, "hut not at the same rate as
other expenditures.
"The amounts (of gift income)
the university has been receiving has
increased over the last five years," he
continued, "yet the amounts received
in an unrestricted manner has not
kept up with the university's costs."
Also discussed at the meeting was
a possible 9% increase in faculty
salaries.
Currently budgeted at
$14,194,611, the proposed increase
would add $1,277,550 to faculty
salaries, at a cost of $346 per student.
With the increase in salary, staff
benefits would increase at a cost of
$229,959, or $62 per student.
Aj3proximately 70% of the salary
distribution budget goes to academic
instructional salaries including all
schools and colleges, the library,
academic
computing
and
the
Academic Vice-President.
Almost 9% ($1,233,327) is
allocated to student services, in
cluding the Office of Student Life,
Office of the Registrar, the Cowell
Health Center, and the Community
Involvement Program.
'
An additional 10.9% goes' to
academic support salaries, including
the President's Office, Business Of
fice, the campus architect, computer
services, and mail and telephone
bills.
The
procedure
of
offering
preliminary budget report meetings
was started eight years ago. Com
mented McCaffrey, "It's constructive
in shaping the various elements and
receiving comments from those in
terested. The comments are seriously
considered."

1

The projections discussed at the
meeting are not absolutely con
clusive. A final decision still needs to
be made concerning tuition and
salary increases.

ASUOP Supervisors say no to calendar unification
By Steve Ko
Staff Writer

The ASUOP Board of Super
visors voted unanimously Tuesday
night to retain the present system of
non-unified academ.c calendars for
the Stockton campus according to
ASUOP
Vice-President
Kr.stm
Almquist.
The Supervisor recom
mendation will be presented to UOP
President Stanley McCaffrey for his
review.
A subcommittee of the hoard,
consisting of three students from SB-

PA, two from C.O.P. and one from
the School of Engineering is drafting
the following proposals for the
recommendation:

Any calendar under which UOP
operates must maintain the following
qualities:

•the ASUOP Supervisors are in
unanimous agreement for retaining
the existing calendar system on the
Stockton UOP campus. They believe
that the students' needs are fulfilled
by their respective constituent calen
dar schedule.

•examinations
held
before
Christmas vacation
•early vacation for summer jobs
•non-traditional classroom ex
perience (travel study, practicum,
etc.)
•facilitate transfer admittance
•faculty schedule conducive to
student/faculty interaction
•retention of special topics
which allow faculty to exercise their
individual expertise

•under no circumstances should
the school lose the benefits presently
derived from the existing calendars.

•retention of all internships of
fered
Academic Vice-President Clif
ford Hand, who was present at the
meeting, said that he was impressed
with the proposals and will consider
them with President McCaffrey.
Hand added that the unified
calendar offered cross-over for stud
ents,
giving
them
a
strong
background to compete in the
market. "The purpose of UOP is to
educate students to be productive in
life," saidHand.
The
Board
of
Supervisors
discussed
an
alternative
early
semester calendar which has fourteen

weeks per semester with an ad
ditional five minutes in each class
period.
The ASUOP Supervisors also
examined the idea of variable unit
scale.
According to
ASUOP
President Ron Pool, it is an "hours
per unit system"—academic units
determined by students' time spent in
class and in studying.
The Conservatory of Music, the
school which most favors the unified
calendar proposal, according to the
ASUOP survey, did not send any
representatives
to
this
special
meeting.
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EDITORIAL

Will tuition finally kill the goldengoose
There's an old fairy tale about a goos£
who laid golden eggs. Remember how it
goes? The administration of UOP apparently
doesn't, so it's time for a childhood refresher
course.
There's this farmer, see, who owns this
goose. One day while cleaning the goose
roost, the farmer noticed a golden egg in the
goose's nest. "Holy duck manure," the far
mer exclaimed. "My goose has laid a golden
egg!" The farmer pocketed the egg, went into
town, and bought a few ales, certain the
goose would keep producing the golden eggs
daily.
For a time, the goose did. Every day
when the farmer got up at ten o'clock (who
needs to rise at dawn with a golden egg sure
to come in?) he'd go straight to the goose
roost, pick up the latest golden egg, and run
off for a few ales. The arrangement worked
fine: the goose was producing just enough
eggs for the farmer to get tanked, plus the in
come helped him pay off his new $6.2 million
barn.
Then one day the farmer got greedy.
"One golden egg a day isn't enough," he
muttered to himself. "The way inflation is
going, I'll need all the gold that goose has at
once. You can't support modern cockfights
on chicken feed.
So the farmer took the golden goose off
her roost, slit open her gizzard, and dug
around for the gold. He found nothing. The
farmer was later thrown into debtor's prison
for his outstanding debts. His $6.2 million
barn was bought by a real estate developer
and turned into condominiums.

So how is this a bedtime primer for the
administration? Simple. They're the farmer,
the students are the golden goose. Let's see
what our band of farmers have done.
At the preliminary budget meeting Dec.
1, Financial Vice-President Robert Winterberg announced that next year's tuittion may
increase 12.8 per cent over this year's. This
raise would put student tuition near the
staggering amount of *6,400. Adding room
and board, the cost of a UOP education may
well top $ 10,000.
Last year, tuition was increased ap
proximately 11 per cent. The year before it
was raised approximately 9 per cent. That's
20 percent over the last two years, along with
a projected 12 per cent for next year. Simple
math: tuition will have increased, starting
next year, almost 33 per cent over the last
three years.
It's well-known that geese knock out a lot
of eggs, but even those prolific rabbits can't
increase their yield the way the ad
ministration thinks students can keep affor
ding these outrageous tuition increases.
Vice—President
Winterberg
also
distinguished himself at the meeting by
commenting that tuition increases are geared
toward keeping up with salary increases by
students' families. How many families on
this campus will have experienced 33 per
cent salary increases since 1979 starting next
year? We feel it's not as many as Dr. Winter
berg likes to think.
But in their search for all that gold (or
green), the administration may finally cut
open its golden goose. In so doing, they will
cook their own geese as well.
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12 multi-colored neckties, 8 pairs of black
socks, 10 bottles of cologne, 7 pairs of white
underwear, and some joke gift that's about as
funny as inflation, taxes and death.
Here now is a list of 50 select individuals to
whom we have bestowed our Christmas spirit,
and some well thought-out ideas of what we'd
like them to find when they open their gifts on
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'What do you mean, there's no more gold?'

Christmas Day (it's all in good humor, of
course):
Stan McCaffrey: an extra hand because he'll get
tired of shaking with his own; and a Hand pup
pet to take care of things while he's gone.
Cliff Hand: a calendar he can put his finger on.
Bill Barr: a new suit and a poster of Bobby
RiggsRoy Whiteker: some firm ground to stand on.
Alex G, Spanos: a seat next to God.
Bob Winterberg: free admission to UOP to work
on his doctorate.
Paul Fairbrook: an alternative to the "Sidewalk
Cafe."
Kay Davis: a course in Rock Music Ap
preciation.
Ike Issac: a chance to have his old job back.
Bob Toledo: his second career PCAA victory.
Taras Liskevych: a National Champion
volleyball team.
UOP Volleyball team: a National Champion
ship.
Ron Cornelius: a season as good as or better
than '78-'79, and a fat pro contract.
Al Warren: a larger advertising budget.
Munir Nasser: an easier job advising a campus
newspaper.
KUOP: a new place to store their equipment.
Raymond-Callison
students:
their
own
graduation.
Elbert Covell College: their Pwn weekly
newspaper.
Ron Pool: see Roy Whiteker.
Steve Chan: a good memory, a spotless driving
record, and exclusive rights to "Flesh Gordon."
Fraternities and Sororities: a goodwill function
with an open bar.
Security: 2000 illegally parked cars.
Ronald Reagan: a lifetime supply of Grecian
Formula.

ijteniDecanber. 0I>
toft** "
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Informed of these activities by several sources, the
Pacifican confronted Chan Monday evening with the above
information. His immediate response was, "I don't recollect
that."
After relating Chan's secret film showings to Pool later
the same evening, the president quickly informed the
Pacifican that Chan would be reprimanded, though
probably not removed from office unless he committed additonal offenses in the future.

Kevin Bartram
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Letter to our reader
To our readers:
J h l S e d i t i ° n m a r k s t h e l a s t p u b l i c a t i o n «|
semester- The staff will take"
earned^ fa ®
The Par.'T C unr|g the months of December and J2"
acdiean will resume publishing Feb. 13.
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c o m e t n r f°r

2 0

f d i t i o n s ^ i s y e a r , t h e Pacific

editions next s^fng"

Fa" Semester and W1" ^
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Karen Komsak

"ext coming the Pacifican received a memo from
an stating that he and Pool had discussed the matter and
were confident similar instances would not occur £ the
future Later the same day, Pool stated that Chan wo»M
have to financially reimburse ASUOP in the form of a $1
—g" Ch3rge '°r each P— wh°
«>«

sd for toBonu*
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Jimmy Carter: a less domineering wife, an11 rtbtr h m.
Ronny Reagan voodoo doll.
Barbara Walters: a vocabulary that inclii
"R 99
Pope John Paul II: a book of Italian jokes, uRABB
Ayatollah Khomeini: need we say it?
Iraq: an atomic bomb to put to good use.
Iran: Jim Jones Jr. as their new leader.
Russia: a real Olympics.
T.V. Fans: you can all rest easy now, wel<TOA.
who shot J.R.
Hostages: a safe return home.
John Anderson: a try again in '84, '88, '92., j
Ted Kennedy: see John Anderson.
Jerry Brown: his own planet to govern,
galaxy far, far away.
Miss Lillian Carter: a son who is neither 3^^
nor a skunk.
Amy Carter: an appointment as ReagJ
military advisor.
Hamilton Jordan: an ounce of cocaine at Shi
54.
Tip O'Neil: the ability to take the "fifth" frof
bottle.
Pacifican: shorter hours, better pay, and gres
appreciation.
To everyone else a very merry Christina
appy New Year, and an enjoyable
I erm (it might be your last).

Good luck on finals and Happy Holidays!

Pool took wise action in Chan affair
Now that an abuse of power in his administration has
been uncovered, we at the Pacifican must congratulate
ASUOP President Ron Pool for quick action in handling
what might have been an explosive scandal.
Upon learning that his Cinema Director, Steve Chan,
had convertly shown the film "Flesh Gordon" to a select few
individuals in the Carter House basement, Pool was quick to
reprimand Chan and make the matter public. Chan himself
had tried to cover-up the matter when first confronted by the
Pacifican (see story on page one).
The film "Flesh Gordon," which was shown in a mid
week, $ 1 admission presentation at the UC Theater last
month, was rented through the ASUOP Cinema Director's
office for use by the entire student body.
However, Chan showed the film for free to a select
group of friends in the Carter House basement, instructing
them to keep the event secret. Clearly abusing the privileges
of his office (i.e., access to the feature films are not costing
him a dime in rent), Chan was said to have practiced these
sneak screenings more than once.
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P'can gives holiday wishes to special people
Well, it's coming to
that time of year
again. Pillow-stuffed Santas, plastic Nativity
scenes, insincere mistletoe kisses, piped in
Christmas carols and last minute shopping. It's
all just around the corner.
And soon it will be that day again, when
everyone runs to the tree and opens up their
packages to find just what they always wanted:
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team headed towards New Orleans
Phi Archania's in-
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rEball team is currently
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V L Michelob Light Flag
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If Paulsen, the team's fundtier, said, "If anyone knows
|Lto raise money, please tell

IS seeking
udent h e l p
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Students are needed a few days
,and after the orientation,
it
•ewho are interested are asked to
,bv0IS(WPC-110).
H,ere will also be an Inter
nal Christmas Dinner Dec. 11
4:30-6:30 p.m. in the resident
dining rooms, featuring food
liferent countries.
iter in December, OIS will hold
Open House on the 18th from 12
i-5p.m. in the OIS lounge.

Also set for tomorrow, converin partners are invited to see

idingOver" at the UC Theatre at
Afterwards there will be a getliming wife, a» Iff for pizza, games and anKwnents.
ulary that incli

Italian jokes,

GRABBLE

t to good use. itoMRuJHAT i
ew leader.
no twe weucs for

sponsor
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Archania team should be one of the
favorites. The UOP team is the first
^represent California, as well as

T

for
op ••g°ing.,dOWn thfre to Plav
said
,, , ,
'
president Tom
everybody watches
us'r!n N
us on New Year s Day, we'll be inroduced as the University of the
Pacific representative and we think
that s great for the school."
Archania has won the last two ALeague Intramural Football cham
pionships, with this year's team ear
ning an undefeated record. Com
prised mostly of seniors, the team has
compiled a 32-3 overall record

TOP TEN COLLEGE WOMEN
COMPETITION

Sara,h Perelli-Minetti

He Office of International Scr,qjS) is seeking interested
L to help with its spring orien, program for foreign students.
Jicial check-in and orientation
takes place Feb. 1.
ram

/e say it?

nament s

throughout the last three years.
The team has also won scrim
mages against teams from other Nor
thern California schools. "People
don t realize how many good athletes
play in UOP's intramural program,"
said quarterback Brad Post. "We've
beaten good teams to get where we're
going."
So while the women's volleyball
team tries for a national champion
ship this December, another UOP
team will be striving for a different
national championship. The only
roadblock is financial. As center Jim
Burnap noted, "People might as well
contribute; we're the only bowl team
from California this year."
Parties interested in contributing
toward a UOP victory can call Ar
chania at 946-9366.

CORNERSTONE

Staff Writer

1

us. This team will win, because thev
will give a hundred percent "
Anheuser-Busch, Inc., the tour

UOP students are invited to par
ticipate in GLAMOUR Magazine's
1981 Top Ten College Women Com
petition.
Young Women from
colleges and universities throughout
the
country
will
compete
in
GLAMOUR'S search for ten outstan
ding
students.
A
panel
of
GLAMOUR editors will select the
winners on the basis of their solid
records of achievement in academic
studies and/or in extracurricular ac
tivities on campus or in the com
munity.
The 1981 Top Ten College
Women
will
be
featured
in
GLAMOUR'S August College Issue.
During May, June or July, the ten
winners will be invited to New York
to meet the GLAMOUR staff and will
receive a $500 cash prize.
Anyone who is interested in en
tering the search should contact Kay
Davis, Office of Student Life, for
more information. The deadline for
submitting
an
application
to
GLAMOUR is December 15, 1980.

FINANCIAL AID INFORMATION
MEETING AT THE UNIVERSITY
CENTER THEATER
This
meeting
has
been
rescheduled for all students who will
be returning to UOP next year and
who wish to be considered for finan
cial aid. Attendance at this meeting
is extremely important if you wish to
receive full consideration for finan
cial aid next year.
All students who were not able to
attend prior meetings: Thurs., Dec.
10, 6:30-7:30 p.m.

By Kevin Fagan
S0M£fHll46 U)0NP£RPUL
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SIDE NOTES
LADY MUD WRESTLING

Del Webb's Sahara Tahoe is
pleased to announce that the exciting
sport (?) of female mud wrestling will
highlight the entertainment activities
every Sunday night in the Pine Cone
Lounge. Yes, you read that right,
every Sunday night the Pine Cone
Lounge at the Sahara Tahoe will
feature the Sweet Li'l MUD PIES
engaged in wrestling combat in a ring
filled with mud!
The wrestlers begin their match
on their knees in a ring filled with
mud, a special mixture of clay, water,
talc, and foam. They circle each
other looking for an opening, and
within seconds they're locked in
combat in the gray, gooey mud that
soon coats their bodies and plasters
their hair, eyes, and nostrils. Each of
the three exciting rounds lasts one
and a half minutes, and points are
scored by pinning the opponent's
shoulders to the mat for a count of
three called by one of the two male
referees.
When not wrestling, the Sweet
Li'l Mud Pies are housewives, studen
ts, dancers and office workers. Said
Amelia Carpenter, a secretary by day
and Bomba the Blond Bomber by
night, "When you get in the ring it's
survival and self defense.
We've
learned some good moves..."
Female mud wrestling will take
place in two shows every Sunday
night in the Pine Cone Lounge at 9:45
p.m. and 12:00 midnight. Don't miss
the action; be at the Sahara Tahoe
this Sunday for the Sweet Li'l Mud
Pies and female mud wrestling!

LIBERTARIAN PARTY
Region 22 of the California
Libertarian Council (San Joaquin,
Stanislaus and Tuolumne Counties) is
holding a discussion of Libertarian
philosophy on December 6, 7:30 p.m.
at 4841 N. Pershing, Rm 450,
Stockton. Anyone interested in lear
ning about Libertarianism is invited
to attend. Refreshments will be ser
ved.
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PACIFIC DANCE ENSEMBLE
The Pacific Dance Ensemble will
present two exciting evenings of
original dance works in the first of a
mini-concert series to be held in the
Dance Studio on the University of the
Pacific campus. The pieces are cen
tered around contemporary music;
from Willie Nelsori to local musician
Dirk Hamilton. The mini-concerts
will be presented on Friday and
Saturday, December 5th and 6th
beginning at 8 p.m. Tickets may be
purchased at the door: $1 for UOP
students with valid ID and 42 for
general admission. For more infor
mation, call 946-2471.

Cooking...

during finals,

C°>i*\o

for the UOP

STUDENT
SPECIAL
ONLY

$4.95

Gourmet Sandwich — Roast Beef, Turkey, Ham or
Salame. (Your choice of cheese on any sandwich)
Jumbo Cookie — Oatmeal Raisin or Chocolate Chip
Mineral Water or Natural Fruit Juice
Breadsticks
VA pound Cheese (Your Choice)
(Please call ahead for large orders)

Imported/Domestic Cheese • Fine Wines
Imported Beers • Pate • Smoked Salmon
Gourmet Sandwiches
We have the Perfect gifts for Professors,
Classmates and Mom & Dads.

Let La Fromagerie Add Good Taste to All Your Social Occasions
2101 Pacific Avenue, at Dorris Place,
"On The Miracle Mile"

466-6849

OPEN SUNDAY

Mon.-Sat.

DEC 14 & 21

10-6

12-5

Order all your Christmas Gifts from La Fromagerie
(We will be shipping during the Holiday Season) $9
ORANGE SALE

STUDENT ART EXHIBITION

Amigos De Las Americans, the
public Health Organization that sen
ds students to Latin America every
summer is having an orange sale.
This is a great gift for everyone in
your family because they will never
go to waste. Besides your own family
they can be used to get rid of those
hunger paines during finals week.
Find out more about the orange sale
and the group itself by attending the
meeting Monday night at 7:30 in the
regents dining room, or call Dave
Wright at 463-2944.

The 16th Annual Student Art
Exhibition at University of the
Pacific is scheduled for December 412 in the University Center Gallery.
A variety of media will be
represented in the show, including
paintings, drawings, crafts, sculp
ture, graphics, photography, design,
jewelry and ceramics.
The exhibition will open with a
7:30 p.m. reception on December 4.
Hours for the show will be 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. on weekdays.

Htid-week White Sale*
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Sculpture Cutting
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OF DEC 15
Collect:

415-543-1610
408-286-6888
916-446-1330
209-233-7002

Artistically combining precision with
shape ... a "contoured look"
specifically suited for you

Sir Gauuan's Superhair Salons
Winner of 7 of 10 Awards
for best Hairstyles
in the San Joaquin Valley.
Open 7 days a week
Super Hair II 2045 Pacific Ave. 948-5560.
Quner Hair III 1 2 0 9 W. March Lane 957-4244.
Suner Hair IV 1 3 3 Village Square 478-0498.
Super Hair V Quail Lakes Centei^57^92£8^
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Attention, down hill
skiers. Cross
country skiers.
Snowballers. Ice
skaters. And
dreamers.
Falling snow
means falling
prices during
Yosemite's Mid
week White Sale.
That's when our
rates range from just $17.50 per
person per night to $29.25*
You've never seen such a saving
Mid-week package includes
lodging, ski area transportation
to and from Badger Pass and a
choice of any of these four
exciting experiences: Two
sessions in the Yosemite Ski

.y :?:•••

School and an allday lift ticket for
Badger Pass; or
an all-day cross
country (Nordic)
lesson; or iceskating on an
outdoor rink
(skates provided
free); or a pan
oramic Yosemite
Valley tour.
So escape to Yosemite mid
week. Stay in cozy Curry Village
cabins, the rustic Yosemite Lodge
or the historic Ahwahnee Hotel.
Mid-week special rates apply
Sunday through Thursday night
(excluding holidays). Call for
reservations at (209) 373-4171 or
contact your travel agent.

©YOSEMITE
© 1980 Yosemite Park & Curry Co

*Rates available under specific terms and conditions.
Yosemite Park & Curry Co.,an MCA company, isa concessioner authorized by the U S Department ot the Interior National Park Service
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Russian troops on Polish border
Compiled by Bob Brzezinski
Staff Writer

Soviet troops have moved in on
the border of Poland, and they have
already closed up some East German
areas surrounding Poland, sources
say.
According to a high Western
source, it has been reported that there
are "Red Army troops on the Soviet
border with orders to be on a high

state of alert."
Reports of new actions on both
sides of Poland came as Poland s
Communist Party Central Committee
met on Warsaw to discuss the con
tinuing government-worker conflict
that has caused concern to the Soviet
Union and Poland's other Warsaw
Pact allies.
In Moscow, a Soviet Foreign
Ministry spokesman said, "We
categorically deny all these rumors.

Troops in the trans-Carpathian area
as well as in other areas are living in
a normal life."
The Soviets declared all East
German areas along the border with
Poland off limits to staff from the
American,
British
and
French
military missions in Potsdam, accor
ding to sources in East Berlin.
The BBC quoted military sources
in West Berlin as saying Soviet troops
in those districts have now had their

alert raised by four points to level six,
the highest alert in the Soviet army.
The BBC has also reported that
East Germany, one of the strongest
soviet blocks, has closed its entire 200
mile border with Poland to Western
military observers and cancelled all
army leaves.
The East German-Polish border
is usually off limits to Westerners, but
in the last few days all of it was closed
to them to a depth of 30 miles.

, -

Generic drugs could be wasteful
By Carter Strom
Special to the Pacifican

More and more people todav are
constantly on the look out for
bargains. No wonder, with 20 '< in
flation, prices are going up everv dav,
and people living on fixed or lowered
incomes.
Those not living on fixed incomes
•also want the most for their devalued
dollar. Everybody needs a good deal.
Because of this, more and more
people are asking their pharmacists

to use the less expensive generic
brand drugs.
What people don't
know, is that they may not be saving
money just because the generic drug
costs less.
In fact they may be
wasting money on a drug that does
not work.
The Food and
Drug Ad
ministration requires that a generic
drug must first be chemically
equivalent. This means the drug must
consist of the same active ingredients
as a similar drug, and second, it must
meet the standards set down by the
United States Pharmacopeia, (USP).

However in many instances the stan
dards set by the USP are misleading.
For example, in one test the drug
must dissolve in a standard solution
within a set period of time. In many
instances the period of time set is ex
pressed as an upper limit, say within
13 minutes.
This could mean that one drug
could dissolve in 10 seconds enters
the blood stream faster than the other
drug. In the case of an analgesic
this would achieve faster relief.
However, with this difference the
two drugs could still be eenerically

Christopher brings
U.S. reply to Iran
Complied by Joe Carrozzi
*

Warren Christopher

Staff Writer

Warren Christopher, Deputy
Secretary of State traveled to Algiers
earlier this week to relay America's
latest response to Iran's demands for
freeing the 52 American hostages.
"We hope, or we expect to have
good talks with the Algerians to
whom we are very grateful," said
Christopher.
Redha Malek, Algeria's am

NATION

bassador to Washington and other
American
officials
along
with
Christopher were greeted by Algeria's
ambassadors to Tehran, Abdelkrim
Gfterach.
Christopher is scheduled to meet
with the Algerian Foreign Minister to
relay the U.S. reply. Algeria has been
acting as the middle-man between the
U.S. and Iran.
There was no immediate infor
mation on the status of the proposed
hostage release.

equivalent, one sold in place of the
other.
More important is the fact that
two drugs considered generically
equivalent may not hit the same con
centration levels in the Dlood. In
some cases this could be very
dangerous.
One such example would be a
patient on digoxin therapy to treat
congestive heart failure. The dose of
digoxin needed to treat congestive
heart failure is very small.
If the patient switched to a
generic drug providing lower blood
levels his treatment could
be
useless. On the other hand, the drug
can become toxic with very small in
creases in blood levels.
There are some cases however,
where generic drug substitution is
safe and can save consumers money.
These cases depend on the circum
stances and on what the drug is.
Many generic drugs on the
market today are very good products.
In fact, some of the generic drugs are
manufactured by the same com
panies that manufacture the name
brand drug. There is no difference
between the two.
The best protection is knowing
that all drugs with the same active
ingredients aren't alike.
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DNA theory supported
By Cheryl Darby
Staff Writer

Dr. Raymond Rodriguez suppor
ted the recombinant DNA theory in a
presentation to UOP students in the
University Center Theater Nov. 20.
Dr. Rodriguez, a professor of
genetic research at UC Davis since
1974, spoke on genetic engineering to
75 students and faculty members.
He said his reasons for pursuing
genetic engineering
are
purely
academic, to study the structure and
function of the gene. He also wants to
put bacteria to work making gene
products which are medically and
commercially useful.
The recombinant DNA theory
involves the re-arrangement of genes
by deliberate manipulation in a test
tube. This enables the recombinant
molecule to perpetuate and multiply
indefinitely.
Rodriguez showed slides on this
process to the audience while ad
vocating the theory.
"Genes are power, if you have

retaD
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your hands on genes you havi
and that's money," Rodrigue!'
was tbr
Expressing his views on the don
jted
was un«
human hormones, RodriguCi
makeup of human beings is too
plicated to piece together and * Demf*1*' 3*
new life forms but that scientij Cn^'Ifsand*
3"-.
\* v
getting close to that achieveniet ficeon J nFfb.l®'"
"Where does it stop?" RqJ
asked. "We're human gene
"During*1 '®'
still in the process of analyzing,
phenomenon of practicing j
binant DNA theories on hum
possible by introducing genes in
embryo by an injection into the
(ice.
Though
Rodriguez
The Fond* •
technologies are now availah
assist human genetic engineer!
stated a decision on whi
potential manipulation of
inheritance is ethical or
must be still made.
"There are limits to whatd
engineering can do," Rodrigi
eluded, "but I am in favor of
of recombinant DNA technoli
"However," he finished,
you to know that there are thai
oppose it."
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Southern California hit by savage fires
Compiled by Matt Kaestner
Staff Writer

Southern California was ravaged
last week by a series of wind whipped
fires that burned millions of dollars
worth of land and property and left
four dead.
15,000 people evacuated their
homes early last week when the first
major fire, fed by 100 mph winds,
swept into the city of San Bernardino.

A hundred homes were consumed by
the flames in the city as occupants
fled for their lives. 3,400 students at
San Bernardino's California College
were forced to evacuate the campus
and one university building was bur
ned.
At the same time, another fire
was burning 20 miles west of San
Bernardino in the Angeles National
Forest near Mt. Baldy.'
A Califor
nia
Department
of
Forestry
spokesman said the San Bernardino

Haig likely choice for
Secretary of State
Compiled by Jeff Nelson
Staff Writer

Alexander M. Haig Jr. is the
likely choice for Secretary of State, as
President-elect Ronald Reagan begins
to offer posts in his" administrative
Cabinet.
Reagan has offered Cabinet
positions to at least eight people, in
cluding Haig, the retired four star
general and former Chief of Staff of
NATO
(Noth
Atlantic
Treaty
Organization) under the Nixon ad
ministration.
Haig became the clear choice
when former Treasury Secretary
George Schultz announced he did not
want to return to Washington. Schultz
had been considered a leading can

didate for Secretary of State.
New York banker Willian B.
Wristen is likely to be the next
Treasury Secretary, becoming the top
pick after another former Trea'surv
Secretary, William Simon,also an
nounced he did not want to return to
Washington. '
The budget director under the
Nixon administration, Caspar Wein
berger, has emerged as the top can
didate to be Defense Secretary now
that Haig appears headed for the
State Department.
Sources say that Reagan is
having trouble finding a woman for
the Cabinet after Anne Armstrong,
former ambassador to Great Britain
and a close Reagan advisor, with
drew her name from consideration
last week.

Affordable Uooks

blaze was definitely the work of ar
sonists. Arson was evident due to the
fact that the fire started at two points
simultaneously, the spokesman said.
But this was just the beginning,
as up to 10 fires at a time raged the
whole week following the two intial
fires near San Bernardino. Other
major fires burned in : Orange Coun
ty, destroying 29,000 acres; Ventura
County, destroying 6,000 acres; and
San Diego County, destroying 2,300

All together, the fires burned in
six Southern California counties
charring over 80,000 acres and some
453 homes and other buildings.
Over 4,000 firefighters from all
over California as well as many from
Colorado and New Mexico helped in
fighting the fires. Firefighters on the
scene were in awe over the excessive
speed with which the fires spread due
to the tremendous Santa Ana winds.
One firefighter stated, "I've been
fighting fires for 18 years, and I've

REC YCLE your once-read books to be used again
Trade 2 for 1 or sell for cash.
1732 N. Pacific Ave.
Stockton, Calif. 95204

465-4305
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Garamendi to fight against canal issue
Compiled by Jeff Nelson
Staff Writer

California
Senator
John
Garamendi announced this week that
he would continue to fight the con
struction of the Peripheral Canal and
also begin working for election
reform.
Garamendi, a Walnut Grove
Democrat who was elected to his
second term on November 4, has
assumed the No.2 leadership position
in the California Senate.
Using
his
new
position,
Garamendi says his top priority this
session would be legislation designed
to provide some Delta channel work
to send water to southern California
without building the Peripheral

Canal.
A similar bill introduced by
Garamendi failed last session.
Garamendi also said he favors
moving the presidential primary
from June forward to April or May,
and pushing back the local election
primaries form June to September.
He feels such a move would in
crease more interest in local elections
and reduce campaign spending by
shortening the campaign season.
Medi-Cal, Welfare and education
reform are high on his priority list
also.
As a majority leader, Garamendi
wants to make the Senate "an active
and dynamic " legislative body, in
stead of a "reactive" body which
reacted to moves made by the gover

nor and the assembly.
One of Garamendi's respon
sibilities as a majority leader is to
.voice Democratic policies on the
Senate floor and be a primary leader
in floor battles.
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never seen anything like it."
Winds began to die down just af
ter Thanksgiving, and firefighters
began to contain the blazes. By early
this week the last major blaze to be
controlled, the Orange County fire,
was under control, and the danger
was temporarily over.
However, it is now feared that the
fires have damaged the land enough
that the areas will be subjected to
dangerous land and mudslides in the
upcoming rainy season.
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NEWS

Many of these stories have been
reproduced from information taken
from several newspapers and wire
services.

Johnston, Fondse recount changing vote tally
Compiled

by Joe Carrozzi

also taking a long time. It isn't due
to be completed for another week.

Staff Writer

Patrick Johnston
wjns the recount vote which is now
roing on in the 26th District, he'll be
'he first legislator in 77 years to do
If Democrat

Republican Adrian Fondse who
the original vote count was
sworn in to the office of assemblyman
Monday.
Whether he'll remain in this post
after the recount is up to the Assem
bly in which both houses of the
Legislature are empowered by the
State Constitution to settle member
ship disputes.

Compiled by Joe Carrozzi
Staff Writer

Meanwhile, Fondse has cast his
first vote - for SB30 by Sen. John
Garamendi, D-Walnut Grove - to
eliminate automatic appeals by
welfare recipients who are due for
benefit cuts on Jan. 1. This vote and
all other Fondse votes will be valid no
matter how the recount turns out.

Patrick Johnston has edged in
front of Adriaon Fondse in the early
tabulations of a recount in the 26th
Assembly district vote.

Chronology of 26th District vote count
Date
Nov. 5

won

JSJSjjr

' support

Secretary of State general coun
sel Anthony Miller said certificates of
Election can be rescinded, if a recount
"m, •Ofj

1

fallows that the wrong candidate was
' ' - certified.
fiodj 1903 was the last time a
egislator was unseated after being
iworn in because of a recount. Santa
]ruz Democrat A.D. Duffy took ofice on Jan. 5 and was removed from
lis seat on Feb. 10 in favor of Harry
SAVanzer who won the recount.
anjLJ "During the 1850's it was quite
• .common because of the difficulty of
communications and the distances
involved," said David Snyder, an archivist with the secretary of states ofdn^lce.

,w I
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The Fondse - Johnston recount is

Staff Writer

I The murder of Dennis Johnson Jr.
his weekend was Stockton's 38th
lomicide this year, setting an all time
igh for the city. Stockton detectives
-!ar the new homicide record will
obably increase before the year en[ Lt. Robert Lund, commander of
tockton's homicide division, told the
tockton Record, "I would hope the
ew record figu e climbs no higher,

Q

Stockton," Hallett said.
Hallett said she referred to
"break-ins and broken seals" at the
election office where ballots were
stored after election night counting.
However, San Jouquin County
Clerk Ralph Epperson said ballots
were placed in a locked inner room
which only authorized personnel
could enter.
The seals were on a back door of
the office, he said.
Because the seals were placed on
the inside of the door, office em
ployees who were unaware that the
door was off limits entered it twice ,
on the Wednesday and Friday after
the election.

but I am afraid that would be wishful
thinking, December is a long month."
Stockton's
murder
rate
is
typically one of the highest in the
nation. According to the 1978 F.B.I,
crime statistics, Stockton's murder
rate was in the top ten of all U.S.
cities.
In 1978, Stockton averaged 17.5
murders per one-hundred thousand
people compared to San Francisco's
rated of 11.2 That year, Stockton had
a higher murder rate than any other
city in California. The F.B.I statistics

also showed that Stockton recorded
2095 violent crimes in that year.
Fortunately the rising murder
rate has not affected the University of
the Pacific as of yet this year. Last
year, UOP student Katina Salarno
was shot to death on campus during
the first week of the Spring semester.
Stockton's record murder rate
this year undoubtedly mirrors the
decline in the economy that usually
causes an increase in violent crimes.
Stockton already has the nations
third highest unemployment rate.

ftay-Cal student wins speech tourney

B hether
Dianne Hofner, a Raymondfor fuuh Kallison from Flagstaff, Ariz, won
| hnifn*1 ^'rst P'ace recently
at the Seventh
1
,
/,« <nnual Japanese Speech Contest in
th"
jhn Francisco.
,,r the W in
kn'cei' i The international studies major
trr
"
uii he P>TS c<)mpeting with 15 students from
..•.' I ^
iuch schools as Sacramento State,
iiiA:'an Francisco State and the UniverI// is the
itv of California at Berkeley.
"Reverse Culture Shock" was the
'Re of her speech, and the first prize
prought her a trophy and $500.
Matthew Gollub, a Raymonddlison junior from Culver City,

f

«||

Pat Johnston

Stockton murders
total up to new record
J Compiled by Matt Kaestner

m

The Assembly is not quite sure
how it will unseat Fondse if he comes
out on the short end of the vote.
"I can't ever recall handling a
situation of this sort," said Assembly
Clerk James Driscoll. "There's no set
procedure.
I imagine that upon
receipt of a new certificate, someone
could stand up and move, based on
that, that Mr. Johnston be seated in
Fondse's seat, and that would be
that."
"The Legislature is the judge of
its own rules," he said.
Ed Rollins, the Assembly's
Republican staff director, said that,
"regardless of the outcome, this one
will go to count."
He went on to say that courts are
inclined to let legislative bodies take
care of such matters unless there are
•exceptional circumstances.
Both Rollins and Assembly
Minority Leader Carrol Hallett
suspect that there may be special cir
cumstances.
"Some very peculiar things are
going on, as they always do in

received an honorable mention
award of $25 in the competition.
Both Hofner and Gollub have
lived in Japan through the RaymondCallison overseas study program, and
they prepared for the contest with
assistance from Department of
Modern Language and Literature
faculty members who teach Japanese.
More than 100 people attended
the event, which was organized by„
the Japanese Speaking Society of
America.
The
judges
included
the
Honorable Yasuaki Ono, consulate

original election.
San Joaquin county Clerk Ralph
Epperson said his office is not
keeping a running tally in the
recount. Other observors involved in
the count said that Fondse picked up
13 votes and Johnston 34 on Tuesday.

general of Japan in San Francisco;
Howard Imazeki from the Hokubei
Mainichi
newspaper;
Iwao
Namekawa from the Nichi Bei Times
newspaper; Toshio Nagamura from
the Japanese Chamber of Commerce;
Sakai Hosaka from Mitsubishi Inter
national Corp.; Tsuneo Fujita from
Golden State Sanwa Bank; and
Yoshio Uchida from the Japan Trade
Center.

Vote margin
69

Nov. 15

21

Dec. 2

18

Dec. 3

3

The count is subject to charge
every day as either Democrat John
ston or Republican Fondse could gain
or lose votes in any precinct. Fondse
won the assemblyman post in the

.

What happened
Election night
results
Damaged absentee
ballots counted
Stanislaus absentee
ballots revised
Partial San Joaquin
recount results

This plus 3 votes for Johnston in
Stanislaus County absentee ballot
recount wiped out the 21-vote margin
for Fondse in the original count.
About 9,000 ballots have gone

through the hand counting process
out of the more than 70,000 cast in
the San Joaquin portion of the 26th
district.
Johnston who requested the
recount is paying the $456 per daycost.
The contest, the closest in this
area in many years showed different
figures from the time the first coun
ting was completed.
Fondse first appeared to have
won by a 69 vote margin, but the of
ficial vote certified by the San
Joaquin and Stanislaus boards of
supervisors.
Epperson said that because the
count may, change from day to day
he will not sanction on official run
ning tally but wait until the job is
over.

CLASSIFIED
ROOMMATE WANTED-Beautiful new 3
bedroom house. 4.7 miles from campus
with fireplace, washer/dryer & dishwasher.
1 bedroom available $150.°°. Clean and
neat, non-smoking, serious students desired
Contact Phil in the evening at 952-6739.
The staff of CALLIOPE, the University of
the Pacific s literary journal, is now
reviewing submissions for publication.
CALLIOPE annually publishes poetry,
prose, lyrics and pen-and-ink drawings by
UOP students, but this year alumni and the
community are also invited to participate.
If you or someone you know is interested in
having original literature published for the
UOP community, there are contributors'
boxes located in the English office in Knoles
Hall, the Library, and the ASUOP office.
Works recieved by Thursday, December 18,
will be given primary consideration.

IMPROVE YOUR GRADES!
Research
catalog-306
pages-10,278
descriptive
listings-Rush $ 1 OO(refundable).
Box
25097C, Los Angeles, 90025. (213) 4178226.

ROOMMATE WANTED MALE
OR FEMALE—$150 A MONTH
PLUS UTILITIES. FURNISHED
DUPLEX, 1 MILE NORTH OF
CAMPUS, OWN
BEDROOM
AND
BATHROOM.
REAL
HOMEY. CALL EVENINGS 9522741.
GAY ROOMMATE WANTED
Pre-Law student looking for gay male
roomate willing to share living expenses.
Call 952-4689.

AZTECA CAFE
THE BEST HOMEMADE MEXICAN FOOD.
MEXICAN BREAKFASTS, LUNCHES ft DINNERS.
ANT0JIT0S MEXICAN0.
SPECIAL ATTENTION FOR
END-OF-SEMESTER CROUPS.
ASK FOR JUANITA FOR RESERVATIONS.
FOOD TO 60.
MEXICAN ft AMERICAN BEER ft WINE.
PH0NE:946-93B3
70 N. AMERICAN ST., STOCKTON, CA 95202

VALUABLES!

FREE TRIP TO MAZATLAN. MEXICO
DURING SPRING BREAK '81
Last year we took 2000 students in 3 weeks
Irom 22 colleges and universities. This
coming year we are expanding to 100
colleges and taking 5000 students in 7
weeks; March 6 - April 25, 1981. We need
20 people willing to spend a few hours in
their spare time to pass out flyers and do a
little promoting in return for an 8 day-8
night free trip to mazatlan with their
college. Send inquiries to: College Tours
4554 N. Central Phoenix, AZ. 85012
602-263-8520

Babka Beer Co.
is pi null In ml iodin e

LISA BOZ.ZO
Ii()l* Campus Representative

• Pipes
• Cigars
• Imported
Cigarettes
• Gifts

Dynamic
Men's
Fashion
Rings!
Handsome and affordable
in 10 karat gold!
Christmas giftwrap free.

$165

and
up

a. Black star sapphire. $165
b. Black onyx initial, $215

O f f e r i n g the Finest in Beer

V

/e**'4$
11*

y:
' 11ty

11

tOQi4

I lerman
Joseph's

IK.Ill

1868

&xM

Visit our Coffee House
Featuring: Espresso and
Cappuccino Coffee

THE DIAMOND STORE

(.rolseli

Oranjehoom

!

Bavarian
Dark

Ol'dc
Fiiglisli
800

Henry
Wcinhard

J" ift

FOR YOUR BFFR PLEASURE
call: 943-0317

BANKER'S TOBACCO
81 COFFEE HOUSE

4555 N. Pershing Ave., Suite

ZALES
STUDENT ACCOUNTS
WELCOMED
ZALES CREDIT: INCLUDING
"90-DAY PLAN—SAME AS CASH"
MasterCard • VISA • American Express • Carte Blanche • Diners Club
Illustrations enlarged.

Venetian Square Center

Stockton • 957-2285

WEBERSTOWN MALL

478-1726

MARCH AT PACIFIC
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.1AKE CHRISTMAS NIGHT

SHINE BRIOHT
sHINt
BRIGHT WITH
WITH
LUSTKOUSCHROME
STERLING SILVER.
ORGOI D Fit!ED
WRITING INSTRU
MENTS FROM CROSS

g
jfTi

Plan ahead now so you won't forget
fDHj u'_

University Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2329

GIFT TAGS

RIBBON

-»b--

University Book Store

GIFT WRAP
BOWS

T.*""'-

Calculator Dept

ORNAMENTS

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

Texas Instalments

TI-55

Advanced
Slide Rule
Calculator with

The Easy Way to
Correct Typing Mistakes!

vac-O-rec, CarePreserves
Your Albums in Brand-new

logic, %
weighted means, factorial,
integer, fraction, 20
memories, (6 of these are
not availableduring statistical
calculations), 5 financial
memories, last x, program branching, goto, 2 conditional
tests, x equal to 0, x less than or equal to y, pause statement,
99 program steps, (when calculator is turned on 8 program
stepsare available, 13 memories can be allocated to program
steps at the rate of 7 program steps per memory given up),
continuous memory
$ 150.00

ROYAL ARISTOCRAT™

Condition Permanently.
Soft, natural mohair strands sweep
down the grooves as the auto disc is
rotated precisely at the most efficient
speed and the vacuum action of vacO-rec immediately whisks the
LIST $29.95
particles completely out of the ma
SALE $15.99
chine. You can actually hear the
amazing difference! The more often
you use vac-O-rec, the longer the life
your records will have. It will
substantially restore your older
albums and preserve the fidelity of * AC-OPERATED
your new albums for many years to
come.

Professional Electric Featuring
Time-Saving Keyboard Correction System.
The days of messy erasing and cartridge
changes are gone forever! This total-electric por
table features an internal correction system
which includes specialized correction key, hori
zontal half-space key and Err-Out Correction Rib
bon. As fast as you make a typing error, you can
get rid of it . . . without messy erasures or car
tridge changes. The Royal Aristocrat's other pro
fessional features include electric carriage return,
repeat forward and back space and full-range
electric touch tabulation. The perfect machine for
home or school.. . comes complete with carrying
case.

Catcuirr

sss
I
"

Programmability - m

Features Include:
• Algebraic operating system
I
• 9 levels of parentheses
I-,
• Programming functions
fj
• Statistical functions
j M
• 10 full memories
j U*
• Powers and roots
j
• Log and Trig functions
I —
• Decision-making sourcebookkass

$39.95

LIST $369.00
SALE $248.88

This ROYAL 312PD printing calculator
lets you see it in digital display,
save it on penrianent tape.

HP-4LC.
The calculator that
grows withyou.

problem-solving requirements increase,
and often you have to upgrade to a more
powerful calculator. Not so with the
HP-41C. It has a resident memory of over
400 lines, or 63 data registers, or any com
bination. Enough to handle sophisticated
data, intensive problems. It has 130 stan
dard functions. And any function, or any
program, can be assigned to any key —
allowing you to customizeyour HP-41C to
meet your own specific needs. TheHP-41C
Continuous Memory retains programs,
data, and key assignments even after the
calculator is turned off. And it is alpha
numeric. Programs can be named, output
can be labeled,error messages and prompts
appear in words.
Despite its sophistication, the HP 41C
is easy to use. The HP-41C Owner's Hand
book can guide anyone—even novice pro
grammers—through complex calculations
with easy-to-understand. step-by-step
procedures.

TWO MEMORY
SYSTEMS

A HIGH-SPEED PRINTER
YOU CAN TURN
ON OR OFF

Memory-1 stores yc
subtotals from inter
mediate steps till
you're ready for a
grand total.

Switch it on when you want
a tope printout - entries,
functions used, answers for your records.
Switch it off when you only
need the digital display.
Uses standard adding
mochine tope.

BIG GREEN
DIGITAL DISPLAY

In your personal career path you can out
grow your calculator. Course content
changes.,becomes more sophisticated, your

Memory-2 (4-key)
is fully address
able; you can
y add or subtract
\ from it until
\ your problem is
\ completed.

V
*

Work with numbers up to 12
digits long. This display even puts
•n the commos. It also tells you
what memory system you're in, and
if there's on "overflow" answer.

SHARP
Handy type 8-digit
matissa/2-digit exponent
scientific calculator with
memory.
Built in auto-power-off
function automatically
turns power off when the
calculator is nol used for
several minutes.
Pre-programmed for
trigonometric, iogarithmic.
hyperbolic, and other functions
with separate double function .
command keys 15 levels of
parentheses and 6 levels of
pending operations
Mathematical formula memory
with 30-step capacity tor storing
mathematical formula Double
function ONC/C key for turning
calculator on and clearing the
display

HP-41C AVAILABLE FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
MOST HARDWARE IN STOCK

By

Hewlett-Packard

THE FOUR
BASIC FUNCTIONS, PIUS You con also compute credit balances.
Discount and odd-on sequences and
arithmetic repeat for addition and*
subtraction. Automatic constant, too.

HEWLETT-PACKARD DIDN'T FORGET

SPECIAL FEATURES
Delta percent key permits short-cut
mark-up from cost
Item Count: 3-way switch for "off",
" + ", (counts oil entries), and " +/
(nets out minus entries)
Non-odd key
Change sign key
Fast paper feed
Non-print switch saves paper tape
Print key
Repeat calculations
Buffered keyboard

Only$l37.95

Overflow indication on both printout tape
and display
For the office or the office at home.

ROYAL TYPEWRITER COMPANY

Sec the HP34C today!

REGULARLY $179.95

$150.00

DIVISION ROYAL BUSINESS MACHINES. INC.

Ultralinear

UKrolfneor
3 Way System (8 OHMS)

loudspeakers

CARponent M-14
RETAIL $149.95
NOW ONLY $82.67

10" Woofer
4 V2" Midrange
2V2" Tweeter
5-70 Watts (RMS)
24 3/8" HX14)4" Wx9Vi"D

2 Way System (4-8 OHMS)
4" Woofer

3-50 Watts (RMS) 7 7/16" H

ATARI SUPER
SAVINGS

RETAIL $359.90
SALE $171.98

3 Way Stystem (8 OHMS)
10" Woorer
4Vi"

Midrange

START
SUTTON

RETAIL $459.90 NOW
2 x 5 Horn Radiator
5-90 Watts (RMS)
24 3/8" H x 14L4" W x9W

GAME
BUTTONS
ON/OFF
SWITCH

-SKILL
BUTTON
H-LFLNATOR
JACK
GAME
SELECT

SWITCH

nv,r<N.r«M''
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GREAT GAME VALUES
BOOKSHELF GAMES

BACKGAMMON

RETAIL $10.00
SALE $6.99

RETAIL $16.99
SALE $12.99

RETAIL $15.00
SALE $11.99

Remembering,
caring, and sharing are
the very special joys of Christmas!

Creative excellence is an American tradition.

STOCK UP
ON
GAMES

DOMINOES
Retail $9.95
Now Only $5.79

3S62 SIDEKICK™
5"Diagonal Portable
Black A White Television
with Electronic Varactor Tuner and
4-Way AC/DC Operation using house
current, supplied car cord, standard

RETAIL $139.99
SALE $131.11

Finest in Sound
AM—FM—Cassette 4 Speakers
List $199.95 Super Special $176.35

CHECK ON OUR SPORTING GOODS VALUES

DOMINOES
AND
CRIBBAGE
SET
Special Buy - $39.99

CANVAS CASES
Retail $25.00
Now Only $16.99

Speaker
per Pair
Regular $66.00
Sale $43.16

TENNIS RACKETS
AND
TENNIS BALLS

MODEL TRYVOX-25
TRYVOX 3-WAY 6" SPEAKER SYSTEM

9" Diagonal Portable

RACQUETBALL
RACQUETS

with Sigma 3000 Computer Designed
Chassis. Linylron Plus Picture Tube
and Long-Life VHF Tuner. One-button
Picture Balance Control. Automatic
Fine Tuning Rapid-On Picture &
Sound. Dynamic Earphone VHF/UHF
Antennas Carrying Handle"

From 1st string clothing

Regular $17.95 Now $14.95

BALLS

BASKETBALLS

9SANYO AM/FM
Cassette Recorder

RETAIL $319.95
SALE $303.05

UOP JERSEY

PING PONG PADDLES

INDEPENDENT WOOFER/TWEETER/MID-RANGE
FOAM EDGE AIR-SUSPENSION
GIANT 20 OUNCE CERAMIC MAGNET
DELUXE SOUND-FLO™ GRILLES

9D18

SOCCER
BALLS

SANYO SPECIALS
@ SANYO 15" 100%
Solid State Remote Control Color TV

w

RETAIL $269.95
SALE $243.65

51C62

1 Deluxe
1 One

Styling with Touch Tuning

Button Auto Color Tuning

Remote Control for Channel Selection,
Volume and On/Off Control
In-Line Gun, Slotted Mask, Black
Matrix Picture Tube
Lighted Channel Indicators
Deluxe Simulated Walnut Grain Vinyl
Wrapped Metal Cabinet

9SANYO Powerful
AM/FM Cassette Recorder

RETAIL $499.95
NOW ONLY $462.90

@ SANYO Deluxe
Mini-Size AM/FM Stereo
Cassette Recorder

hi-power
AM/FM cassette player with
Dolby, and 5 or 5 pushbutton
tuning.

RETAIL $229.95

SM.Rut.DU

'Powwim 1900MW Amplifier
ReamteOH ihe-Alr While Listening
•Mi Variable Monitor

Dolby For Tape and FM . Bi - Amp Design • Full Range on
Wooler Amp t4 Watts • Tweeter Amp 2 7 Watts • 33.4 Watts
RMS Total System Rawer • Equalization Switching for Con
ventional ot Bi-Amp Use • 6 or 5 Pushbutton Tuning • FM
Sensitivity. 1 OuV • Dual Gate MOS Fel Front End Circuitry
• Quadrature FM Detector • Selectivity: 55dB • Loudness
Control" Full Auto Reverse • Programmable Auto Repeat •
FM Mono/Stereo Auto Selector . Locking Fast-Forward

High Technology Components and Big
Sound
1 Full Featured with Loudness Control,
Variable Monitor, Sleep Timer, Pause,
Cue and Review
Two 3" Full Range Speaker Systems

BUMn AC with Detachable Line Cord
MBSSRETAIL $69.95
NOW SELLING $53.40

and Rewind • Local/Distance Switching . Self-Draw Tape
Compartment • Wide . Easy Read Tuning Dial • Tape Play,
Dolby and FM Stereo Indicators • Continuous Tone Control
• Balance Control • Pigtail tor Automatic Electric Antennas
• "ET Install Mounting System
J4%

List $219.95
Special $173.00

RETAIL $289.95
NOW ONLY $211.00

SUPER

©SANYO AM/FM Cassette
Stereo Player Memory Digital Tuning.
19" table model with
picture perfect
TOMATIC color control

ZENITH 3H& SALE
Great
for any
room
in the
house!

• TOMATIC color control for a
perfect balance of colorand
tint
• BLACKSTRIPE 2 picture with
Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT)
provides perfect pictures
every time
• COMPUT-R-BUILT 2 MSI/IC
module chassis

umw

SLEEK
MODERN STYLING
The OMAHA . M123W - Full Zenith
solid-state reliability plus detachable
sunshield. earphone and 12-volt auto
cigarette lighter adapter cord Push
button On-Off Control and separate
Slide VolumeCon
trol. Simulated
Walnut tinish

RETAIL $499.95
SALE $445.91
LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

RKTAIL $389.95
SALE $243.35

RETAIL $119.99
NOW ONLY $107.97

RETAIL $139.95
SALE $123.95
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"Gloria"

WeekenTM^r^urde ^ 1Cassavetes close with violent

I

Regency Cinemas
7809 Etna
957-8926

By William Witt Bloomstein
Special to the Pacifican

Gena Rowlands as Gloria is the
"type of person you want on your side
1 2:40, 2:55, 5:10, 7:30, 9:45
.aEmpire Strikes Back
in a scuffle. When she says she's not
afraid, you believe it. And in Gloria,
• " 4
1:25,
5:05,
8:45
... ^Oh God Book II
3:15, 7:00, 10:25 ^ when she tells young John Adames
• ^My Bodyguard
that she'll protect him from The Mob,
she proves it.
12:30,
5:00,
9:35
• jllrban Cowboy
A scrappy, experienced moll with
3:00, 7:30
"...ERough Cut
!survival instincts and a penchant for
4 violence finely tempered in the streets
1 00 3 05, 5:15, 7:20, 9:30 f
Private Benjamin
of New York, Gloria is even tougher
4 when the odds are against her. As
4 played by Rowlands in her sixth film
4 with husband John Cassavetes (A
5 Woman Under the Influence being
Stockton Royal
£ the most vjvid), Gloria is a female
a counterpart to Eastwood or Bronson 1825 Pacific Ave.
terse and mysterious and best suited
466-4941
S to personal warfare. She doesn't
Call Theatre for Times j really need help, just plenty of bullets
SBoogey Man
Call Theatre for Times f
Gloria pits this valiant female
Skill or be Killed
4
with
a child (Adames) whose family
4
Call Theatre for Times # has been exterminated by gangsters
^Flash Gordon
'5 aiming to set an example to others in
Call Theatre for Times r -p^e ^ob who might be thinking
^Warriors
Call Theatre for Times K about cooperating with the FBI, as
^American Gigolo
^ had The Kid's mobster/accountant
Call Theatre for Times ^ father. The youngster is thrust into
^Bodyguard (budget)
Call Theatre for Times 4 Rowland's hands at the last heart^Breaking Away (budget)
4 wrenching moment, with only the
clothes on his back and an inJ criminating account ledger entrusted
J to him by Pops. Rowlands, as you'd
2 expect, is none too comfortable with
J children, particularly this kid, who at
Sherwood Cinema
j six years of age is constantly
^ analyzing the situation and, even
321 W. YokutsAve.
477-9325
^ worse, making passes at night.
^
Written
and
directed
by
aWizards
4 Cassavetes, Gloria entails the proverCall Theatre for Times
aLord of the Rings
4 bial melting of friction and emotions
J between the gruffy, awkward adult
4 and the precocious, engaging orphan.
2 Sometimes
it works - sometimes
is
£ Adames'
acting
manifestly
4 inhibited; sometimes silly little
^ moments of stupid humor, such as
West Lane Drive-In
Rowlands burning an egg, render the
N. West Lane & Hammer Lane
whole issue of maternal instincts pet
477-4864
ty and distracting.
On the other hand, Gloria is
7:00, 9:35
ilJThe Affairs of Robin
about the dark shadow of the Mafia,
8:25, 10:45
i^Alice in Wonderland
and
the
relationship
between
Rowlands and Adames can quite
"4
2 painlessly be viewed as incidental.
I The opening sequence of the film, in
p which the family is massacred, tn-

r

\
4

4

:'j

i

i

Hammer Lane
N: West Lane & Hammer Lane
477-4864

7:00, 10:10
8:40

Soogey Man
toolbox Murders

*UOP Opera Theatre,
^symphony set for
^Christmas season

4
A varied program of Christmas
4 music, featuring an opera, traditional
Festival Cinemas
carols and other works, are planned
4
for Friday, Saturday and Sunday,
6436 Pacific Ave.
J December 5, 6, & 7, at Univeristy of
251-2163
J the Pacific.
u
"Amahl and the Night Visitors,"
5 a 50-minute Christmas opera, will be
^performed each day at 8:15 p.m. in
1:50, 5:10, 8:40 0the Long Theatre. There also will be
3:25, 7:00, 1 0:1 5 4 a 3 p.m. matinee on Sunday.
4
The opera, commissioned for
4 NBC television, was premiered in
•(51951 and has developed into a
^seasonal favorite. The words and
1:00,3:00,4:55,7:00,8:45, 10:25J
music are by Gian-Carlo Menotti.
3:20, 7:305The UOP Opera Theater production
1:00, 5:1 o] 9:1 5^w'" include the A Cappella Choir,
Jl prepared by Dr. William Dehning
110 5:20, 9:35(^the UOP Symphony Orchestra, con3 05' 7:20^ ducted >'y George Buckbee, and dan4 cing choreographed by Marleta
4 Warneke.
4
Preceding the opera at each perJ formance will be a special holiday
program. On Friday the Women's
JlI program.
Chorus, assisted by Charles Furman
ASUOP
4
Zk will perform Britten's "Ceremony of
5r
" and "Concerto
—
~
A Carols"
Grosso
in G
Fri., Sat 6,9 ^
Sun. 3,6,9

4

-lesh Gordon
Summer Camp

E

fSong of the South

>j4 My Turn
^Ordinary People

jj Smokey and the Bandit I
» Honey Suckle Rose

{Starting Over

Look Great Look SharpFor the best dry cleaning in townlet Miracle Mile Martinizing
do it for you!
Service You Can Depend On
• Bedspreads
• Laundry Service
• Blankets
• Leather Cleaning
•Sleeping Bags
• Alterations
•Wedding Dresses • Draperies
• Dry Cleaning
MINOR REPAIRS AT NO CHARGE

Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Saturdays 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Charles and Marilyn Bott's

MIRACLE MILE MARTINIZING
82 W. Castla Street. Stockton, California 95204

Phone 464-0411

stills a fierce sense of lawlessness and
chaos that permeates the action
throughout. This is amplified with
great success by Bill Conti's haunting
1 i
J ..mi'li'nnr Vir»rnC In
score; whining and wailing horns to
S
'
fart wHlrpd
world of
convey the sad, wicked world of
Spanish Harlem.
Mobsters
in
Gloria
stalk
corridors and menace streets with
casual disregard for New York's men
in blue, and Cassavetes' appraisal of
the situation is correctly dire. His
film provides a realistic if repulsive
homage to the extent of Mafia rule in
The Big Apple.
The nearly complete absence ot
police (authority) in Gloria verifies
the need for individual justice and
furnishes the heroine with a setting
and atmosphere similar to those in
which an Eastwood or Bronson might
work. It is no matter that Gloria is an
ex-Mobster's woman; her dubious
past only provides the cunning and
toughness needed to confront the
present, and Cassavetes seems con
fident that despite her crude history
the youngster is better off with Gloria
than being shuffled through the
police and orphan home process.
As to be expected from a
Cassavetes film, Gloria is a subtle af
firmation of individualism. Society
to Cassavetes is often an obscure,
careless, comfortless framework for
behavior that confuses rather than
clarifies the principles of decent
human interaction. This issue is high
lighted in Gloria by the omission of
societal institutions as a viable alter
native or as an effective shelter from
Mafia madness. One asks why the
comfortably retired Gloria doesn't
rid herself of the responsibility by let
ting the kid walk into a police station.
The immediate answer is that she's
afraid of being indicted for kidnap
ping because of her past.
But
Cassavetes' more profound and per
sonal answer lies in his skepticism of
the system.
There is thus great satisfaction in
Gloria's handling of the Mafia,
despite the rather fairy-tale plot
twists that assure lucky reunions,
crack sharpshooting and narrow
escapes. The harsh credibility of
Cassavetes' Mafiosi and Rowlands'
splendid performance - both of which
are exemplified when she discusses

Minor (Christmas Concerto)."
On
Saturday the A Cappella Choir will
perform "Old Carols Made New:
traditional carols in sparkling set
tings by David Willcocks and John
Rutter, under the direction of
Dehning.
On Sunday, at the matinee, the
Symphony Orchestra will perform
Vnughan Williams, "Fantasy on
Creensleaves" and Dr. Charles
Schilling's "Ecstatic Night." The
Sunday evening program will involve
the Concert Choir performing "Three
Centuries of Christmas Music," in
cluding motets and folk carols, under
the direction of Dehning.
Ticket prices are $4 for adults
and $2 for Senior Citizens, students,
and children under 12. Tickets may
•be ordered in advance, since seating
is limited. Send a check and a stam
ped, self-adressed envelope, to: Con
servatory of Music, University of the
Pacific, Stockton, California 95211.
Telephone reservations may be made
by calling 946-2418, but tickets must
he redeemed by 7:15 p.m. the day of
the performance.

SAFE
U.V.A.
SUN
LOUNGE

,

tunnel he must struggle thron
moment or two of
reach
laughter and safety. Until that
should be glancin
pens •he should
glancing skyJ
thanks of dona
GW.*'s"
c f* a;jj
71
in

v,,c absolute resp<

with her ex-lover hts
the
sibility to rub her off - «ake d all
more frightening the ^ton^n
the more scintiHatmg^ forbiddjng
of a
' a
Gloria sPea^sf "'h"i^s Adames is
world which tor napiess .
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Film about flick
freak fails to fade
By Tom Grenache
Staff Writer

Again, mv reviews are causing
me problems With WISE BLOOD, I
This week I
called a "classic" a dud.
was ready to write a glowing review
for FADE TO BLACK,
but then I
noticed a quick review for it in the
Sunday Chronicle/Examiner, stating
that FADE TO BLACK was a gore
film", with bad acting to boot. WeiI'll admit that FADE TO BLACK will
never win the Oscar for Best Picture,
but I kind of liked it.
FADE TO BLACK concerns a
slightly unbalanced young man
named7 Eric
Binford
(Dennis
Christopher
from
BREAKING
AWAY) who is a movie fan. Eric can
tell you any detail about any movie
and spends his life collecting movies
and movie memorabilia. One night,
his wheelchair-bound mother goes
flying down the stairs, just after he
views an old gangster movie wherein
a man pushes his mom down the
stairs. His mother's death, combin
ed with the fact that his Marilyn
Monroe-look-a-like girl friend didn t
show up for an important date, sent
him over the brink. Soon Binford is
out on the streets as classic movie
characters. "Dracula" drinks the
blood of a prostitute. "Hopalong
Cassidy" empties his six shooter into
co-worker of Binford's. "The Mum-

"ja
my" kills Binford's boss.
Cagney" opens up a violin case
machine guns a scoundrel
producer. As we all know
Hollywood tradition demands
ucmanas \l
the bad guy must die in the end,!
so the film builds to a violent <' *
atop a Hollywood theater.
(j*1*
Like I said before the film isnm
classic, but I don t think it s oik
your everyday low budget gore fj|.
1^t'r
either. What sets FADE TO
'
•*>
apart from the others is that it
0
,ees, 1 '•
done with care. The people
made this film know the movie
Film clips from classic movies,
spliced into the film where the!
appropriate and, because of the*
the film is made, you don't feel 4
3"d Jrs»r<
>«
the action has been interupted. top ^ rr
. film's main character is a movie
and the film's director understai
how movie tans can be. There a
Binfords everywhere-people who],
their lives for the movies. I've
them at conventions, and to a I3
,W^r
bvTfd('
extent, I am one myself. The bloo
and
scenes in the film aren t
those in some of the recent goreflij
and too, they are set apart 1
originality.
The idea of
"Hopalong Cassidy" walking on
the fog, killing someone,
If vou h£
walking away back into the fog
gjl
strangely funny and yet at the si following our l«
lately,
then
^
%*.
time horrifying. It's this original
that makes FADE TO BLACK aj1 column has" "
run the gamut
-*
film to me.
Pizzas, this
'''

: -

Revi

dedicate our^o'

Conservatory
performances
The Pacific Wind Ensemble,
conducted by Dr. Dale Fjerstad and
the University Concert Band, conduc
ted by Dr. Richard Ross will perform
on Friday, December 12, at 8:15 pm
in the Conservatory auditorium.
The Pacific Wind Ensemble un
der the direction of Dr. Fjerstad will
perform the colorful AEGEAN
FESTIVAL OVERTURE By Andreas
Makris, based on Greek dance
rhythms, THE FINAL COVENANT
By Fisher Tull, and SCARAMOUCH,
SYMPHONY NO. 3 FOR WINDS
AND PERCUSSION, By Kenneth
Snoeck.
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CLCS Offers: |

\k

Accepting applications
for all quarters

%

* Extensive

course list[t
* Full university credit

Reasonable expenses * Travs
* Concentrated study in TaW

W

For Free pamphlet and Couseling:
Chinese Language and Cultural Studies
P.O. Box 15563, Long Beach, CA 90815
Telephone: (213)597-3361

I

Soldiers start college
richer.

IkV

[up to $20,100 richer]

Affordable Prices

Keep it all year! Get it for a special oc
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/Verosmith's great' Hits';
Eagles forget a few of theirs

™ By Kevin Bartram
Entertainment

Editor

Though it is not really considered
I policy for a record reviewer to
Jse "Greatest Hit" collections as
(fvjewees, I do want to bring
Aerosmith's recent release to your attenti°n-

.

is on the way out as a
rockpower as groups like Van Halen
and Scorpions gain ground, but their
t0p rockers are classic heavy metal
(„[ the more commercial type, of
Aerosmith
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sprouts, green peppers and cherry
tomatoes are displayed in ceramic
crocks buried deep in chopped ice. 3bean salad, beets, carrot slices,
radishes,
onions,
cucumbers,
mushrooms and spinach are also part
of this extensive salad bar.
The soup is fantastic, chock full
of onions and vegetables. Grated
romano and parmesan cheese is in a
large bowl next to the soup so you can
add as much as you like.
There are many dressings, in
cluding our favorite, ranch style.
Bacon bits, croutons and ground
pepper are also provided for your
salad creation.
Hatchcover's
salad
bar
is
fabulous and we feel you should keep
it in mind for a nice, low calorie date.
At Chuck E. Cheese's Pizza Time
Theatre (4555 N. Pershing) in
Venetian Square, we found a good
salad bar at a decent price. At Chuck
E. Cheese's trips to the "salad bar are
unlimited
and
feature
cherry
tomatoes, sprouts and beans. We
liked the whole fresh mushrooms but
the bell peppers were conspicuous in
their absence. They feature a nice
selection of chilled dressings in
cluding what seemed to be oil-based
house dressing.
The great thing about Chuck E.'s
is the wild atmosphere. They present
an entire musical show using
animated entertainers.
For elec
tronic-game fiends, they have a wide
choice of games including Space In
vaders, Galaxy, Air Hockey and
driving skill games.
Chuck E. Cheese's is a fun place
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Stepping out in Bay Area
during the holidays
By Julie Lehman
Staff Writer

Wow, those guys are clever, aren't
they?
The total "mellowness" of side
three doesn't add to the appeal of the
set either. All five cuts are definitely
mood" tunes as none are rowsing
rockers. Side four picks things up
though, as Joe Walsh gets the
spotlight on "All Night Long" and
then again on "Life In the Fast
Lane."
(Side two includes more Joe
Walsh as he performs the single
"Life's Been Good".)
In all, Eagles Live isn't bad, as it
contains many strong numbers.
Newer Eagles fans, however, will ap
preciate it a great deal more than us
old-timers.

Reviewers go on diets, try salad bars

3
off the
h e r e c e n *t g o r e f l i j

„,dea

their early years. As it is, the record's
numbers date as far back as October
20, 1976 and as recent as July 31 of
this year.
A good portion of the songs on
Eagles Live are from the group's two
most recent albums (Hotel California
and The Long Run) and two songs are
recent Joe Walsh material. In all, the
set includes only one song ("Take it
Easy ) from the Eagles' debut LP and
none from their third album, and a
great one, On the Border. Unless no
sharp recordings were available of
such classics as "Already Gone" or
Best of My Love", I have to question
the absence of such songs when
Wasted Time" can be found
amongst the set's selections.
The actual recordings are very
slick and polished, from the stan
dpoint of both musicianship and
reproduction techniques. All of the
selections were recorded in the
Eagles' back yard (So. Cal), with
hyped home town crowds enhancing
the dramatic effects of Eagles Live.
Don Henley even alters the words of
'Take it Easy" to read "I was standin' on a corner, in Southern Califor
nia..." to the thrills of the crowd.

Pacifican

to go and serves draft brew to further
insure your enjoyment.
We found a surprisingly nice
salad bar at Wendy's Hamburgers
(2439 March Lane). They feature a
very nice arrangement of chilled
salad and a variety of condiments.
The lettuce was slightly limp but this
salad bar definitely has potential.
The condiments included large rings
of sweet onions, whole mushrooms
and chunks of Bell peppers. Wendy's
provides garbanzo, kidney and green
beans individually, which is a nice
touch for those who like garbanzos
but not three bean salad. An extra
was the bacon bits and hard boiled
egg. If they'd only have provided
fresh spinach, we would have been in
heaven. Seriously, for a good salad
bar and maybe a burger, Wendy's is a
goood choice.

Stumbling in out of the chill
November air, I was somewhat unex
pectedly confronted by twinkling
lights, glittering ornaments, fake pine
greenery, and the inevitable dusting
of canned snow over all, etc. etc. The
cliches could go on. Christmas, it
seems, has descended upon Stockton's
business establishments.
And I still have Halloween candy.
What does all this have to do
with entertainment, you ask?
Though not a direct link, various
items under the heading of "enter
tainment" make interesting Christ
mas presents. Now do you catch my
drift?
Instead of running up and down
Stockton's two shopping malls, spend
some time looking over the Sunday
entertainment
section
of
your
newspaper.
The San Francisco
Chronicle has an excellent section
called the Datebook. Once vou find
something, it's just a matter of
picking up the telephone and making
the appropriate arrangements.
Beginning
with
Handel's
'Messiah in the three convenient
locations—Stockton, Oakland, and
San Francisco all have performances
starting early next month, and con-,
tinuing right up to Christmas Eve.
If you really want to be involved,
there is a special two-night presen
tation of the novy annual "Sing-along
Messiah." For $5.00 you can get a
score, and join in. (All money from
these two performances will be given
to the S.F. Conservatory of Music.)
The classic "Nutcracker" ballet
(Tchaikovsky) is a tradition in the
Bay Area. The San Francisco Ballet
Company's
interpretation
is
magical—from the growing Christ-

mas tree to the over-sized mice—and
has played to full houses since The
beginning.
Tickets can either; be
reserved, or bought ahead at Bass
outlets. Prices start at $3.50 and go
higher, depending on how close you
want to be. (Balcony seats are best
for this production.)
If you aren't really into "the
Christmas mode yet, check out," the
numerous musicals, plays and special
attrations. Falling into this category:
"Beach Blanket Babylon goes to the
Stars, (in its third year), "Asparagus
Valley Review" and others. Did.you
know that Rex Harrison was in
SF?— My Fair Lady," of course.
And "Camelot" with Richard Burton
is coming. (Tickets are extremely ex
pensive for these, but worth it.)
Chuck Mangione is appearing at
the Circle Star the second week of
December in case you missed his
summer performance.
"Laserium" (Planetarium, G . G .
Park) has gone through a metamor
phosis...From mere show to art ex
perience. It is, in short, spectacular.
The
Laserium
show
changes
periodically, both musically and
visually. Tickets are available at all
Bass Outlets. Cosmic.
Other possibilities are ticket* for
Bay Cruises (there is one offering din
ners, and on Sundays, a champagne
brunch), or if you are really ex
travagant, Hot Air Ballon rides in the
Livermore or Napa Valleys. These
are also followed by champagne
brunches. The only problem is the
weather. And tickets are in the range
of $75.00 a person. On the other
hand, you could really impress
someone special.
Obviously, there are many
possibilities. So this year, instead of
racking your brains for something to
give these people, why not shafe an
event.
EVERYONE LOVES THE FEEL OF FUR

THE TOUCH OF CLASS
FOR THE MAN
WHO HAS IT ALL
Soft rabbit fur from France with smooth satin lining
and straps This comfortable jockstrap is reversible
The jogger's (or anyone's!) delight on cold
A~7 C
iBOrninfls_arid hot niohts
,

Waist size S (30-32) M (32-34) L (34-38) XL (36-38)
Black satin-white & black fur Grey satin-grey fur
Royal blue satin-white & brown fur
Brown satin-brown fur
$19.95

Padded - Add $3.00

To order: Specify color & size Add $1.50 post Ahandl.
Cali. res. Add 6%. Send check or money order to:
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FUR DESIGNS PO BOX 7399
STOCKTON. CA 95207
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Football closes season
with PCAA win, honors
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Four Tiger football players were
named to All-PCAA teams last week
after UOP closed the season at 4-8.
Junior linebacker Kirk Harmon
made first team defense honors while
junior wide receiver Rainey Meszaros
made second team offense, and senior
down lineman Jeff Bednarek junior
punter Harley Miller were named to
second team defense.
Harmon
also
was
named
Honorable Mention Ail-American
lAP).
The Tigers broke or tied nine in

dividual records (mostly ir passing
and receiving) and broke 15 team
records.
Pacific was tied for last in PCAA
action with Fresno State and Cal
State Fullerton. All three teams were
1-4 in league.
UOP finished league third in
total defense (322.2 yds. avg.); second
in passing offense with 2890 yards
(the top) and 240.8 yard average;'first
in passing defense only allowing an
average of 139.1 yards; and first in
punting 3415 yards and a 41.1 yard
average.
Individual leaders for the Tigers
were Meszaros 'who was ranked

Karen's Comments
jm
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

This semester has truly been an interesting one in UOP athletics.
The ups and downs have been much like a roller coaster, but surely the
excitement and entertainment has made the ride worthwhile.
As the semester comes to a close I shall put this column to sleep for a
brief respite (along with the rest of the newspaper). I will set its alarm
for February.
Before we break for our winter hibernation though, I will leave you
a few thoughts.
Tiger football...where should I start, and where does it all end?
One of the biggest factors in this season was Tiger youth. At some
points eight freshmen were starting for Pacific. This may have had some
adverse affects now, but can only help the future by providing valuable
experience.
As stated by Coach Toledo, there seemed to have been 3 sects to the
football season.
In the first five games the Tigers were playing quite well, and
defeated Washington State University. The Tigers payed for that victory
though, losing 20 players to injuries.
The next four games were difficult ones for UOP as they tried to ad
just to new players and new plays.
After the Tigers had made the switch and adjusted, the next three
games were well played.
The last game of the season in particular was a fine display by
Pacific in which they would not succumb to losing. They kept playing
strong until the final seconds, gaining for themselves a win.
The win let the Tigers end on a happy note as they got their first
PCAA win since mid-season 1978, allowing them to carry a good note
over into recruiting, and give the seniors a happy farewell.
Among the highlights and heartbreaks were the Washington State
victory,and the Fresno State loss.
An ever-present controversy was that over starting quarterbacks. Af
ter sophomore Sander Markel redshirted, the list was down to two
juniors—Grayson Rogers, a transfer from Stanford, and Harley Miller, a
transfer from Nevada-Reno.
Rogers was the ideal specimen of a college quarterback, where on
the other hand Miller lacked height and so-called "poise." What v,a»
overlooked though was Miller's scramble abilit y under pressure and his
percentage of completions.
Miller's bitterness, and that of many of his teammates was no secret.
Miller, as any fine athlete, let his competitive nature tell him that he
should start and many of his teammates agreed. Whether or not his in
tuition was correct, I leave for you to decide.
Rogers had good games and is a very competent athlete and has a
good future, but possibly he could have used a rest at an earlier time
when the line began to falter and he was being battered so often.
Debuting Miller more frequently may have proved profitable as it
did in the last two games and it may have also answered many questions.
And Miller's size...well, we all know that one, "it's not the quantity
but the quality."
Spring camp shall prove very interesting.
Despite a 4-8 season the Tigers claimed respectable honors this
season (see story this page) and will go into 1981 with a great deal of ex
perience and a bright future.
Tiger basketball...off to an impressive start.
Pacific opened their season with a two game road trip to Texas
where they played Texas University, and Texas Christian University.
In the first of those two games, the Tigers played an intense game
and upset a strong Texas team 78-77. Against TCU UOP did not fare as
well, losing in the second half 74-62 after holding a first half lead.
The Texas victory demonstrated to the players, and a few others,
that yes, they can win big on the road.
In that win, senior Ron Cornelius demonstrated why'he has been
predicted as one of the top forwards in the nation and a top player in the
PCAA, scoring 34 points.
Expectations for this season are high. If the Tigers can maintain a
consistent "high" during games they could very well perform above
their predicted third place in the PCAA race.
With winter term ahead, I would suggest Tiger basketball (both
men's and women's) as a very substantial form of entertainment and
ratht-r inexpensive.
Because the Spanos Center has not yet been completed, the team will
have another season in the infamous "Pit." I would suggest catching a
few games this winter, if nothing else, the excitement will provide a great
deal and the jumping up and down will keep you warm, not to mention
half-time at the VFW. See ya there!
^ < >
Lady Tigers basketball...After watching the Tigers' first game
Tuesday I was impressed with their comeback in the 2nd half and I
foresee another good year for second year Coach Mark French's Tigers.
Last season they were good, but this season with the addition of heigU ,
they will be better.

For those interested in cheering the women's volleyball team on to a
national title, information regarding car-pools to Santa Barbara is
available from Cindy Spiro. Cindy can be found in the main gym, or
can be phoned 946-2472.
The Roaring Archites are still trying to raise money to attend the in
tramural football playoffs in New Orleans. They can use your help!
Good luck Archites and congratulations on your invitation!
Until February, good-bye, good night, and have a super holiday and
winter...zzzzzzz...

second in receiving in the PCAA
while having more receptions for
more yards than any other receiver in
the nation. He caught 68 passes for
1062 yards. Meszaros was also third
in the PCAA in all-purpose running.
Junior
quarterback/punter
Harley Miller was second in passing
in league with the highest completion
perception (.610) and lowest inter
ception percentage. Miller was also
second overall in punting with a 40.9
average while punting 82 times for
3358 yards.
Junior quarterback Grayson
Rogers was fifth in PCAA passing. He
had a .515 completion percentage
and third lowest interception percen
tage.
Senior defensive tackle Bednarek
will be playing In the East-West
Shrine game on January 10, in Palo
Alto. Bednarek was one of 68 players
chosen from across the nation from
pro-scout lists.
The Tigers closed out their 1980
season with a 32-26 win over PCAA
foe Cal State Fullerton Nov. 22. It
was Head Coach Bob Toledo's first
PCAA win, and UOP's first PCAA
victory since mid-season 1978.
"We wouldn't be denied," says
Toledo. "We kept fighting. There was
no way that we were going to lose."
Approximately 2,800 fans wat
ched admist adverse weather con
ditions as UOP took the lead in the
last seconds of a seesaw game.
Miller, starting only his second
game of the season, completed 30 of
45 passes for 315 yards and four
touchdowns. En route to being
named PCAA Co-Player of the Week,
Miller broke the school record for
most completions in a game for the
second week in a row, and tied the
school record for most touchdowns

The Tiger defense had a tiring year,
sometimes playing as many as 81 plays per
game, and yet managed to come up with
many big plays. From the defensive squad
thrown in a game.
Miller's last touchdown pass
rescu
the Tigers from last minute
defeat, which they have been the vic
tims of more than once, following a
81 yard drive. The pass came with
just nine seconds remaining on the
clock.
"I was extremely happy with the
offense,"
says
Toledo.
"They
executed and we pretty much did
what we wanted to do."
"The defense came up with a lot
of big plays," says Toledo. "Twenty
yards and in though, they weren't

an
American, three
a player to the East

that good. It was closer than it should
have been."
Big plays by the defense included
interceptions by Harmon, senior
noseguard Mark Johnson, and fresh
man cornerback Donald Batiste.
Reflecting on the 1980 season,
Toledo sees it as having three distinct
divisions.
"I see the first five games (up to
the Washington State game) as one
season. We were 3-2, but we lost
many players after WSU.
"The middle of the season I see as
another season in itself. We changed
players and changed plays to suit

and Sep:

those players. Those four games
played poorly.
"The last four games," contin
Toledo, I see as another season,
played pretty good. We re,
Walter1
produced offensively."
"We were better this season!)
a year ago, and next year. I hone
believe that we'll be better than Ik!*1
last two years," adds Toledo.
i#
December 9 the Tigers willj M
their awards banquet. Following jy«iteai
the Tiger program will lungej pfcien
recruiting, while current players Jsiiudn
be working on off-season we lirfr*"
training programs.

folleyerS

Basketball opens with 78-77Texas victor
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

Off to a fast start after defeating
Texas in their opening game, the
Tigers play tomorrow night in the
second of six home games. The
Tigers play Los Angeles State
in
the Stockton Civic at 8:05 p.m.
"I'm elated that we were able to
open the season with a win over a
very good Texas team," says Head
Coach Dick Fichtner. "I consider it
the best win I have had as a head
coach here," says the second year
coach.
"The team played very well, with
consistency throughout the game.
That win will give our team con
fidence in themselves of knowing they
can beat a good team on the road,"
adds Fichtner.
All-America candidate senior
forward/center Ron Cornelius added
yet another feat to his list of accom
plishments as he ran up 34 points.
"Ronnie was superb," comments
Fichtner.
With the good comes the bad.
Two days after surprising Texas,
the Tigers lost to Texas Christian
University 74-62, after leading the
game until the final minutes.
"We played well for 30 minutes
and lead throughout until the final
minutes," says Fichtner. "We didn't
play up to our level at any time, but
did play well. In the second half we
shot only 34% from the field.
"Whether we ran out of gas after
Texas win because of the emotional
high, I don't know. It was a com
bination of TCU playing well, and

the win over Texas had something to
do with it," continues Fichtner.
"It was disappointing that we
could not win two."
Last night the Tigers faced
Nevada Reno at home. The score was
unavailable at press time.
"Now our main objective is to
reach some consistency in play," says
Fichtner. "We need to play well all
the time and have a good high con
sistency regardless of our opponent."
Monday night the Tigers will
take on South Dakota State at 8:05
p.m. and will play Santa Clara the
following Saturday (Dec. 13) at 8:05
p.m. in the Stockton Civic.
Making up Pacific's roster are
nine veterans and three newcomers.
Ron Cornelius—a senior for
ward/center. 1979-1980 Honorable
Mention All-America (AP, UPI, Spor
ting News). Currently ranked 3rd alltime in scoring at UOP (1,462 pts.),
7th in rebounding (749 rbs.) and 8th
in assists (119). Only person to be
ranked in all three categories. Quick,
wiry and deceptively strong. Has fine
outside shooting ability and also can
score from within a crowd under the
basket.
Matt Clevenger—a sophomore
guard. Walked on last year and
earned MVP on the Tiger jv squad.
Led the jv team in scoring.
Norm Edwards—a junior guard.
Averaged 5.7 points per game while
starting 21 consecutive games in the
absence of Matt McGuire. Led the
team in free throw shooting with an
.836 percentage and second in assists.
Laurence Held—a sophomore
forward. Averaged 6.9 points per
game, and 3.7 rebounds per game

and was named to the PCAA AllFreshman team.
Steve Howard—a sophomore
forward/center.
A redshirt last
season after transferring from St.
Mary's College. He is being counted
on to supply extra rebounding and
shooting up front.
Reggie Love—a senior for
ward/guard. Probably the best allaround athlete on the Tiger roster.
Rick Paulsen—a junior forward.
Missed 1979-80 with an injured knee.
Excellent shooter, quick release and
good court sense.
Team-oriented
player. Team captain this year.
Matt Waldron—a junior for
ward. Sat out 1979-80 with a knee
injury.
A good driver, rugged
rebounderand solid defensive player.
Started 24 of 30 games in UOP's

Staff Writer

UOP's women swimmers' will
venture to Palo Alto this Saturday
and Sunday to participate in the Nor
thern California Relays.
Defending national champion
Stanford will lead a strong field of
teams which also includes UOP, Cal,
San Jose St., and Fresno St.
Coach Dennis Nugent feels that
his women may be in store for a
tough time this weekend because of
the quality of competition which they
will face and a relative lack of ex
perience.
"Every individual is looking to
achieve her optimum time for their
particular event," said Nugent. "If
our women stick together and im
prove individually throughout the
year we wijl have a successful
season."
Nugent expects Paula Moore
freestyle, and Amy Tasnady, breast
stroke, to place the highest for the
Tigers in the NorCal Relays.
This will be the sixth pre-season
meet for the women's swim team

Thus far they have a 2-3 record.
Men's swim competition will
begin today at 3:00 p.m. at the cam
pus pool with the freshman taking on
everyone else in a intrasquad meet.
The men's water polo team com
pleted their year at 18-16 and
finished seventh in the tough
PCAA •
Nugent was very happy with his
team despite the low placement in
league competition.
"We showed considerable im
provement over the season," said
Nugent. "For example, the first time

By John Rawson
Staff Writer

This past week in intramurals we
had the Volleyball Intermediate and
Novice league championships deter
mined, with a couple of extremely ex
citing matches.
In Intermediate play, four teams
advanced to the semi-finals.
Athletes in Action were the final
winners after defeating the Killers
Congratulations.
In the Novice division The Lem
mings were the eventual victors.

we faced Fresno St. we lost by eight
goals; in the recent PCAA
tour
nament we played them to a tie jn
regulation time but went on to lose n
overtime, he continued
next
about
ext. yefrVb
yeai. TheyT'
lose only 3 senior*
i
graduation and have a
J
young players returning indudjn
•second team all-league f"Ll"(ilnS
eshman
goalie Mike Enniss .
With these returnees anrl ^
•
year.

Congratulations on a long fougl
tie to this moment of glory.
For more information and
contact the Intramural office
Main gym, 946-2472.
L
All teams and individuals J
won championships through1
Fall semester should take note»
Thursday, Dec. 11, we *
holding an Intramural
ceremony. It will start at
in the Main Gym.
Also, check us out for
Term activities. In the works'
on 3 basketball league, a
volleyball league, a Ira1
tournament, a 3 person
league, and possibly a Win*
nival at one of the S,ierra Ski
Come by when you get baCi
Christmas vacation.
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Women swimmers compete in relays
By Joe Carrozzi

PCAA championship season (1
79).
Tim Will—a senior guard. I
outstanding shooter. Gives good*
at guard. Played in 19 of 31 gB™ inter tfct \
last year on varsity after winnii upraships •eedrc
MVP honors his freshman |h'°- 1 y-eded
sophomore seasons.
Jeff Andradc—a freshman gi l^'ice 1
Excellent outside shooter. Com with I ' Q A
UOP from Ocean View High Sd arc • • y
(Huntington
Beach)
where "I 13 at
averaged 23:5 ppg and was m
V
All-CIF. All-Orange County and ®Pcruivij
Empire League as a senior. J jWtby, dntrou
John Leidenheimer—a fresl he Oi
guard. Outstanding passer anda)
in spread court situations.
UOP from
Servite High
(Westminster). Had 201 assists.f

FORMAL

maxwell*
books
914 N. YOSEMlTt
STOCICrON, CALIF. »'*
PHONE (209) 444-75*
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SPORTS
By Karen Komsak
Sports Editor

J The Lady Tigers travel to Chico
3te tonight for their second game of
* season beginning at 7:00 p.m.
|
UOP opened the season Tuesday
rht with a 73-50 win over U.C.
ivis.
I In the first half of that game the
idy Tigers were outscored 32-30.
le game was U.C. Davis' fourth and
ly Pacific's first.
T "We played very poorly the first
If," says Head Coach Mark
ench.
"Davis had much more
me speed than we did, the second
If showed the true Lady Tigers."
f pacific came back in the second
If more composed and confident,
tshooting the Aggies 43-24, leading
>m to the final score of 73-56.
I During UOP's strong second half
meback, senior forward Karen
;ts, Pacific's leading career and
gle season scorer and rebounder,
Hred her 1000th point; the first time
;r for a Lady Tiger.
[Other highlights included a
•Dng performance by freshman cenJane Romberg. Romberg ran up
points, 4 assists, and 19 rebounds.
"That was an outstanding per

formance for a freshman," comments
French.
Holding the Lady Tigers back in
the first half was an onslaught of
turnovers. In all, the ladies had 35
turnovers.
We'll have to work on our ball
handling," said French. "We have to
cut down the turnovers, and have
more control. We need to take more
care and keep turnovers to a
minimum.
The Tiger roster consists of 15
ladies this season including three
volleyball players who will join the
team after volleyball has concluded.
Sheri Bates—a sophomore star
ting point guard. Had valuable ex
perience as a freshman.
Great
strength, good athlete, worked hard
to improve ball handling and
shooting. Good composure under
pressure, possibly best player under
pressure.
Joy Dana—one of two freshman
twin towers.
Very aggressive
rebounder, very physical, very in
tense, really goes after basketball.
Does not start now, but will in future.
Tremendous physical talent. One of
the fastest players.
Kathy Dufour—a junior center
and smart basketball player.
A

mature player who provides leader
ship. Maximizes potential, and has
improved quite a bit.
Theresa Flores—a senior forward
who started last year.
A strong
rebounder, and very physical. Makes
up for height with strength and
physicalness.
Jayne Gibson—a junior center
who returns to basketball after a year
layoff. Could be tremendous and
help team. Big, strong, quick athlete.
Toni Glandon—a senior back-up
at guard. Good outside shooter.
Complete basketball player. Very in
tense competitor. Supplies a lot of
leadership.
Tracy Glandon—a sophomore
forward and undoubtedly most im
proved player. Worked very hard. A
lot more aggressive. One of finest
outside shooters in league.
Karen Jacobsen—a sophomore
guard, and very smart basketball
player and very intense competitor.
Kim Lung—a sophomore guard
and possibly the best ball handler on
the team. Runs fast break and does
great job of directing team. Good
ability to move ball, and excellent
passer. One of team leaders.
Kim McDonald—a senior for
ward and one of the more talented

Corsages for your Winter Formal

folleyers 2nd in Regionals; Nationals next
j By Walter Wielbelhaus
Staff Writer

•\

' Achieving their goal by beating
r nemesis, the University of
Xaii Rainbow Wahines.the No. 2
ked University of the Pacific
ieyball team placed second in the
' \W Western Regionals last Friday
; Saturday in Santa Clara. Regrety for the Tigers though, they were
ied the first place award, losing to
, INo. 1 ranked Trojans of USC
\ /1 Ace in the double-elimination tour-

5 Vll; ,ent

In their final conference match,
Tigers crushed the University of
(Francisco 3-0 to raise their Normark to an unblemished 1 2-0 for
m W|-i n Second year in row.
Lgg [With the second-place finish,
ific will enter the AIAW National
.mpionships seeded second only
ind No. 1 seeded USC. Hawaii,
> placed third in the tourney by
, .Og twice to UOP, will be seeded
d with UCLA fourth. The
ionals are schedule for Dec. 11,
and 13 at the University of
ifornia, Santa Barbara
Is;UOP cruised through first-round
on Friday, destroying Cal Poly,
if
Luis Obispo 3-01
(ifdrtW The Cal Poly Mustangs dropped
he losers' bracket while UOP ad, -vUced to play the Wahines of
Waii.
,.r •>-[Hawaii who had already beaten
>P three out of four matches in the
season, was the Tigers' target,
ur number one goal in the
;ionals was to beat Hawaii-and
did," said UOP Head Coach
i I ^f|Fas Liskevych.

Jsketball

Pacific relinquished a 14-5 lead
before holding on to win 18-16 in the
first game. The Wahines quickly
evened the match at 1-1, defeating
the Tigers 9-15 in the second contest.
UOP quickly turned the momen
tum in their favor with the help of
sophomore Karen Jacobsen. Jacobsen
came off the bench to spark the
Tigers as they recorded victories of
15-3 and 15-12 to clinch the match.
With the triumph over Hawaii,
the Tigers progressed to play the USC
Trojans Saturday
morning.
It
seemed, though, that the Tigers were
still asleep in the first two games.
USC crushed the Tigers 6-15 and 415 before UOP began fighting back.
But their 15-13 third-game victory
was too late as the Trojans advanced
to the finals with a 13-15 victory over
the Tigers.
The Tigers dropped to the losers'
bracket to play Hawaii for the second
time in the tourney in a best two out
of three match. Hawaii beat UCSB
and UCLA to advance to the
semifinals against Pacific.
It looked like the Rainbow
Wahines were going to repeat what
they had done three times earlier in
the year- beat UOP easily. The
Wahines jumped out to a 0-1 advan
tage by beating UOP 8-15 in the
opening contest and was en route to
the second victory and the match
when the Tigers turned the momen
tum in their favor, once, again with
Jacobsen off the bench.
Jacobsen started saving balls and
making plays that the Tigers were
failing to do throughout the match.
Her playing quickly infected her
teammates as they turned a 6-11

the match 0-2, knocking off the
Tigers in the second game easily 8-15.
Game three turned the tables.
Tiger team captain Judy Lee ser
ved for 10 straight points as UOP
surged out to a 12-3 lead. USC at
tempted to come back but failed,
losing to the Tigers 15-9.
The Tigers evened the match at
2-2 with a four-game victory in
which the Tigers never trailed.
Pacific, leading 14-4 at one point,
struggled for game point before
scoring a 15-11 victory.
The Tigers couldn't keep up the
pace at which they played the third
and fourth game. In the fifth game of
the match -and the twelfth of the
(See VOLLEYBALL, page 1 2)

Gifts & House plants

Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30 Sat 8:30-5:00

Delivery

2337 Pacific Ave,

(From page 1 0)

« 4.0 rpg and 3.2 steals pg. Was
Angeles League for three conitive seasons and was named Ser•s MVP as a junior and senior,
•won All-Big A Empire honors.
Ralph
Scozzofava—a
junior
rd. Comes to UOP from West*er
Community
College
halla, N.Y.). A deadlv shooter,
t 577c from the field and 88%

from the free throw line last year
while averaging 17.3 ppg. Made the
all-star team at the Region XIV
Tournament.
Graham Taylor—a freshman
forward. Strong rebounder. Comes
to UOP from Muir High School
(Pasadena). Won MVP honors as a
senior and was also named AllPacific League and Most Improved.

RACQUETBALL
%
N o w 2 can play for the price of 11
f 3 1 Clip this coupon — call for a court —
l \ . I and play weeknights from 9 pm or all day

^

deficit to a 15-11 victory. Patty Berg
served for the five final points.
The Tigers carried their momen
tum into the next game, demolishing
the Wahines 15-3 to take the match
and head into the finals to face USC
once again.
UOP's victory over Hawaii, the
second of the tourney, upped their
record to 42-6, breaking last year's
single season record of 41 victories.
Just like the previous match with
USC, Pacific found themselves out of
contention before it hardly started.
The Tigers surrended a 14-12
lead in the first game, losing 14-16
and falling behind in the match 0-1.
The Trojans increased their lead in

#
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Just complaining won't save Winter Term , speaking to student reps. might
In these times of inflation and recession,
it seems like everything is in short supply.
But there is one thing that exists in abundant
surplus at Camp Pacific. That commodity is
complaining, and I would like to depart from
humor and wit this week to address this
serious problem. Call it bitching, griping,
ragging, or whatever, there's simply too
much of it going on around this place.
Now, complaining in itself is not a bad
thing. But uninformed ragging doesn't ac
complish a damn thing. Unless our facts are
straight,- our opinions are worthless. With
this in mind, let's take one more look at this
unified calendar issue.
It all started several months ago when
the Presidents Commission on the Future
recommended consideration of a unified
calendar. This move set three other commit
tees to work: the Executive Policy Commit
tee, the Academic Council and the ASUOP
Supervisors. (As can be seen in a separate
story by Ron Pool on page 1, the Academic
Council and ASUOP Board of Supervisors
weren't formally asked).
To date, only one of these, the Executive
Policy Committee, has actually made their

recommendation to the president.
This
group is composed of our infamous Deans
and Vice-Presidents and as we all know, they
recommended that the university adopt a
unified calendar. Their reasons seem valid
enough. A unified calendar will facilitate
registration crossover.
It will increase
cooperation between the different schools. In
sum, according to McCaffrey, it will mak
things a hell of a lot easier (administratively
all around.
But here's the problem. A 4-1-4 calendar
is not very useful as far as the "professional"
schools are concerned. So if the calendar is
unified, we are not likely to see everybody on
a 4-1-4 system.
Now, this is all well and good except for
one small implication. Abandoning the 4-1-4
calendar implies losing Winter Term. THIS
IS THE BOTTOM LINE ISSUE. Given the
virtues of a unified calendar, are they impor
tant enough to sacrifice our beloved Winter
Term?
I've discussed this matter at great length
with both Vice-President Hand and President
McCaffrey. Both realize that the issue is not
easilv resolved. Cliff Hand, however

8

ready to sacrifice Winter Term.
President McCaffrey, on the other
doesn't appear sold on the superior virtues o
the unified calendar. He is still waiting or
recommendations from both the Academic
Council and the ASUOP Supervisors.
After considering their recommen
dations, the president will make HIS
recommendation to the Board of Regents at
their Jan. 11 meeting. (The board usually
follows the president's recommendations). If
the impending recommendations are not
received by Dec. 15th, the president s
recommendation will not reach the Board of
Regents until March.
So what does all this mean? And what
does it have to do with complaining? Simpiy
this.
The decision has not been made yet.
Winter Term is not yet lost!
Clearly, the faculty and the students do
not want to see Winter Term fly out the win
dow. But unless our collective voices are
heard in force by the right people, all our
complaining means nothing.
Let's face it. The administration hears
ragging all the time.
It's a calculable

Katrina Curdy; Junior; Conservatory:

Not by myself, but since my
parents are helping me, yes I could.
But I am displeased with the rate of
increase in tuition.

No, scholarships and grants are
the only way. I couldn't come here if
it weren't for them. I really can't see
how anyone could afford to come
here unless they had financial aid.
Personally, I don't know many in
dependent students.

J

•*hle They know they have to put
Tilh
Jafn amount of it and th^i
w line to do so. After all. .n four years
of US will be gone. The controversy will b[
over and Winter Term will be h,story.
It doesn't have to be that way! 1, ll)(
students and the faculty feel strongly enoug|
we can
a difference.
make
But the d,fferen,
won't come from complammg
„„
dassrooms. It won't come from bitch,„g k
the dining halls. It won t come from raggi^
'bw'^lon't need to be convinced! %
know that adopting a unified calendar h,
mistake for Pacific. It's the committee, ft,
president and the Board of Regents who
to hear our concern......

So where is our faculty organization?
Where is our student organization? L>t>
NOT lose our voices in the chaos 0
unorganized, misinformed chatter. Let's ge
ASl*
With
a*-;
our acts together.
kS
ftVCf
iff isors1*
SuKfebr

cling
(Editor's note.- for an opposing view on
*fr 'Red*1*,*
the unified calendar means for UOP, see n I r?v•isionPool's story on page I.)
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Can You Afford To Pay $6,300 For Your Tuition
Mark Romick; Senior; C.O.P.:

by Peter Rausch

. firm

• ••

frijJenteXtr8S

Next

Year?
Terry Lee; Junior; SBPA:
It's fine for me because I'm01
those fortunate ones whose pai
pay for my education, but I
pathize with those students whoi
financial aid and must take out lo

Lucas film
shot here
during
Winter Term
By Marcia Prtm*«
Staff Vhntr*

JcLssltegi

Fifteen I'OP
olved in the f
notion picture
'Raiders of the 11

An

si

luring the lust» r i Mttfrr
Susan Abbinafnte;
vatory:

Junior;

Dave
Grotemeyer;
C.O.P.:

Conser
'.t'Y

That's not even including room
and board. I'm glad I'm graduating.
Hope I don't fail any classes.

Sure, I can afford it after I
borrow it.

If Cal Grants can foot the bill,
sure.
G

COPUS addresses financial needs
By Stacy Ioppini
Staff Writer

There is a new group on campus,
which may prove, in time, to be one,
if not the most, formidable student
organization at UOP- the Coalition of
Independent and Private University
Students (COPUS), a student lob
bying organization for increased
financial aid to students, located in
the ASUOP offices.
This new organization describes
itself as a union of students, concer
ned with student needs. COPUS does
this by evaluating current state and
federal financial aid programs all
ready for possible revision and in
novating new legislative programs to
expand the government commitment
to educational grant and loan
programs.
One example of the type of act ion
this group organizes is the postcard
drive. Between the 18th and the 24th
of September, the officers of
COPUS/UOP were at tables outside
the various dining halls and in the UC

Center asking students to write post
cards to California Senators Alan
Cranston and S.I. Hayakawa, urging
them to support HR-5192, the
Reauthorization of Higher Education
Act.
The Executive Director of
COPUS/UOP, Robert T. Fuentes,
feels that this campaign, which made
UOP the only school in California to
have an organized petition, was in
strumental in changing Hayakawa's
vote from no to yes, and solidified
Cranston's vote in support of the bill.
The bill was approved by
Congress on Sept. 24, and went on to
become the law on Oct. 3. HR-5192
reauthorizes all federal financial aid
for students in higher education (this
includes both grants and loans).
Had the bill failed to pass, there
would have been virtually no money
available
for
BEOGs
(Basic
Educational Opportunities Grants),
among
other
federally-funded
programs.
In- addition, HR-5192 includes
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many important reforms in the
student loan programs, which will
alleviate many of the historical
problems found in that department.
Besides acting as a liaison with
state legislatures, COPUS offers
many other services to the campus
community.
It
compiles
and
disseminates information on tuition,
financial aid, and educational policy
to the student body.
At this time COPUS is seeking
the cooperation of and is serving as a
liaison with all other members of the
University, such as the Regents, ad
ministrators, faculty, development
officers, and financial aid officers.
Programs that COPUS is in the
process of initiating include peercounseling on financial aid: studentto-student advising which will give
students on financial aid an oppor
tunity to talk with others in similar
situations.
Fuentes states that COPUS hopes
to establish such a program by 1982,
with the financial advisors chosen
along the same lines as Resident

Assistants and Student Advisors.
With approximately 60% of the
present student body on some sort of
financial aid, this program would af
fect a substantial portion of UOP
students.
COPUS
also
researches
legislation dealing with women
issues, conservation, and the everpresent topic of the rising tuition at
UOP. In fact, according to Fuentes,
the organization conducts research
on the student level directed at
decreasing the expenditures within
the present system.
COPUS serves as a powerful in
fluence not only on campus, but
within the State and National levels
as well.
Fuentes expressed a need for
"more students; more ideas; more
solutions" in regard to campus in
volvement. Since COPUS presents it
self as an influential as well as
beneficial service to the campus
community, students are encouraged
to become involved.

CHAN
(From page 1)
saw the film, as was done in the
•public llC Theater screening.
"Money will be paid to ASUOP
for the people who saw the film in the
dorm," said Pool. "I would rather
see it come out of their pockets, but if
Steve cannot find them all, it will
have to come out of his own pocket."
Pool felt removing Chan from of
fice would be too harsh a mewsure
under the circumstances. "He does
have the best cinema program anv
director has ever had, though he now
knows where I stand.
'Anything else done along the

VOLLEYBALL (From page 1 1.
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day-UOP floundered.
The Tigers managed only five
llve
points in the final contest as USC
strengthened their hold on their No 1
ranking. UOP's record now stands at
Tigers Nancy Lancaster and
Berg were voted to the AllTournament team for their outstandmg play m the tourney.

S Dart

°% of the
. Nerami?
at the USC Trojans-in the
"SC
played
great &
Regionals," prasied Lfskevydk_
know we'll beat SC in theNAr as Usual .
"Without a doubt, we
,?•
the Nationals," added a
,
Liskevych.
Pool play will begin otiL'Lj
H
Dec. 11 against Kentuekv • TJL ,,-^1 Hdr
SLO and Northwestern
, !
complete
pool
action 'far/1, Will
Washington on Friday, Dec- N(Sy
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The "Ark"
same lines and he will be out,
Covenant
said,
* Bible. He v.
To avoid similar situations
hit and said lo
future. Pool stated, "Most W.
something should be put i
e
cinema director's contract 4 lis|,. TT> re are tv
time
perioj
films can be shown outsi)
'
^
treasure
|»
regularly scheduled ones within
which
permission of the ASUOP Pr«
Us
and maybe (University Center I 'i" import,.
ranl< Marshal "
tor) Jim Paull."
lslnS to po,..
Questioned by the Pacifican
the Pool reprimand, Chan note"
he now remembered showing -i
Gordon" but had no further J
History
ment on the incident.
"bnmalrj.
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Junior year

The mov ie is d
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Liz Wolverton; Senior; C.O.P.:

Sophomore;

IrKlil
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